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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 5, 1903

VOLUME 16

WASHINGTON

TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS

Brief Proceedings of Senate
and House.

Twelfth Day's Proceedings
Legisla tive A ssem bly.

ROCK ISLAND

DOTH COUNCIL AND HOUSE ADJOURN

NEWS FROM

WRECK ON

FREIGHT

.

the Coal OH Inspection
Passed In the Council Today.

Dill to Repeal

Frisco Stockholders9 MeetingSalaries of
United States Judges.
Washington, Feb. 5. During the
consideration of the morning business
in the senate today, a bill was passed
authorizing the Pittsburg, Carnegie &
Western Railroad company to construct a railroad bridge across the
river at Pittsburg.
Mr. Quay then objected to the passage of any more bills by unanimous
consent.
Mr. McCumber, of North Dakota,
moved to consider the pure food bill
passed by the house and on a yea and
nay vote the motion prevailed by a
vote of 40 to 18.
At 2 o'clock the statehood bill came
up in the senate.
The National House.
Washington,
Feb. 6. When the
house met today the question was on
the motion of Talbert, of South Carolina, to amend the motion of Mr. Underwood, of Alabama, to recommit the
postofflce appropriation bill so as to
add instructions to the committee to
eliminate the appropriations for
ial facilities from Washington to New
Orleans and from Kansas City to Newton, Kansas,
Mr. Talbert's motion was voted
down, 100 to 121. Mr.. Underwood's
motion waa then defeated without division, and the bill was passed.
Mr. Hitt, of Illinois, preseneted the
conference report on the diplomatic
and consular appropriation bill and it
was adopted.
The army general staff bill was sent
to conference.
Mr. Orosvenor, from the committee
-- on
rules, then presented the 'special
nrder for the consideration of the anti
trust bills. It provides for consideration of both the bills to expedite cases
under the Sherman law and the Little-fielpublicity bill.
The previous question on the anti
trust rule was adopted in the house,
140 to 107, a party vote. The rule was
then adopted and the house began con
lleratlon of the senate bill to expedite)
cases under the Cherman act in the
courts.

Will Not Be Ratified.
Washington, Feb. B During the past
two days President Roosevelt has had
several conferences with prominent
senators concerning the status of the
Alaskan boundary treaty and the president has been informed that the op
ponents of the treaty will not permit
it to be ratified.

Flood in the Alleghany,
Pittsburg, Feb. 6. The flood In the
Alleghany river was two feet above
the danger line at 11 o'clock today, but
the rising waters at the
points have been checked by cold
weather. Railways and factories will
not be Interrupted long.

recpm-mendatl-

I

up-riv-

LEGISLATURE.

Bill, With Good Endorsements, Introduced.
Denver, Feb. 5. Today is the last
day for the Introducing of bills in the
legislature.
One of the most important bills to
be Introduced this afternoon by Senator Drake is an anti-trubill, which
has the Indorsement of President
Roosevelt and Attorney General Knox.
The National Live Stock association since been Been. It Is known two were
also indorses the bill. A heavy fine drowned and it is feared all perished.
and imprisonment for one year for givCongressman Moody Dead.
ing rebates of any kind are among the
Ashevllle, N. C, Feb. 5. Congressprovisions.
man James Mooody, of the Ashevllle
district, died at his home In Waynes-vlllDiplomatic Air Cleared.
tuis morning. He only reached
London, Feb. 5. Dispatches have
been received In official quarters In home from Washington a few days ago.
London and Berlin saying that the
Colorado Pioneer Dead.
diplomatic air in regard to the VenezDenver, Feb. 6. Nathaniel Robertuelan question
was "considerably son, supervisor and one of Denver's
cleared" as a result of the Interview pioneers, died in this city at his home
between Ambassador Herbert and Min- this morning of paralysis. He was 62
ister Bowen on Saturday. According years of age and came to Denver in
to the dispatches, Sir Michael Herbert 1865.
ROCK ISLAND WRECK.
He was In the carriage manu
"made some plain spoken observations factoring business.
respecting
the conduct of negotiations
Five Men Killed Near Tecolote, New
and the Interview altogether was someMexico.
Harvard's Semitic Museum.
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 5. A head end what heated."
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 6. The
collision between two Rock Island
muBcnm of Harvard university
To Pay Death Penalty.
freight trains early today near Teco
war formally opened today.
There
Augusta, Ga., Feb. 5 Miles Johnson, were brief addresses by President Ellote, N. M., resulted In the death of
negro
the
aswhose
trial for criminal
five men and the injury of several oth
iot, the chairman of the committee on
sault was recently conducted under the Semitic department, and others,
ers. The dead:
the protection of a guard of soldiers, after which refreshments were served
G. Davis, Torrance, N. M.
will be hanged in the county Jail to- and
The conductor, Kansas City.
the guests given an opportunity to
morrow. The condemned man has lost inspect the collections.
Fireman WInderwall.
Two unknown men burned under the all of the bravado which he exhibited
when. first arrested, and of late has
Iowa Editors in Session,
wreck.
Fort Dodge, Iowa, Feb. 5. The UpAmong the dangerously Injured is been seeking religious corsolation. The
officials are apprehensive of a com- per Des Moines Editorial association
P. Hillburn, Torrance, N. M.
The wreck occurred at a sharp curve plete breakdown as the time ap- began a well attended meeting here toproaches for him to mount the scaf- day and will continue in session
and on a steep grade.
fold.
through tomorrow, discussing various
Another Collision.
matters of interest to those engaged in
Decision Reverted.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 5. In a rear
newspaper making. Albert Adams, of
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 5. The court of Humboldt, is the presiding officer and
end collision between two Great Northern freight trains on Railroad avenue, errors and appeals today unanimously secretary of the convention.
Many
near the foot of Bell street, this morn- reversed the decision of Vice Chan- other well known Iowa editors, are in
ing, Thomas Morris, engineer of the cellor Emery which enjoined the Unit- attendance.
switch engine was killed, and J. S. ed States Steel Corporation from conA PREDICTION.
Nelson, fireman, was slightly Injured. verting $200,0(10,000 worth of Its 7 per
The engine was telescoped and is near- cent' preferred stock Into 5 per cent
Will Work on the Belen Cut Off Be
ly a total wreck. The heavy fog was second mortgage bonds.
Declared Off?
the cause.
Addicks Withdraw.
Since the confirmation of the Santa
Dover, Del., Feb. 5. J. Edward Ad
FRISCO STOCKHOLDERS.
Island traffic alliance. The
dicks, in a statement issued this afterbeen figuring out the situaCitizen
has
They Are Holding a Meeting in St noon, withdrew as a candidate for
we yet believe Helen,
while
tion,
and
Louis.
United States senator in the Interest
town south of the
St. Ix)uls, Fib. 5. A meeting of the of the election of two republican sena- - the progressive little
later be a
stockholders of the St. Louis & San tors. The ballot taken In the legisla-- ; metropolis, will sooner or paper
Interesting
does
rival,
this
most
Francisco railroad
convened here ture prior to this announcement was
not think now those conditions will
today at headquarters of that road In without definite result.
lie brought aliout by the building of
the Commercial buildln. A short ses.
that cut off.
S. Senator Dead.
sion was held anil adjournment taken
In other words, only in the way of a
Pittsfleld, Mass., Feb. 5.
until late this afternoon when a stateprediction,
it Is our Belief that the
States
Senator Henry Laurene Dawes
ment of the business transacted will
died at 5:15 this morning at his home aforesaid cut off will not be built, and
be made public.
There are various rumors to the ef- in this city. He was 86 years old. It that, as -e huge bluff has gained the
fect that the meeting has some bearing was while returning from Dawes' point desired, the construction gangs
on the leasiug of the 'Frisco by some house the trolley accident occurred in will soon be called off.
One railroad gentleman, who seems
eastern connection, but It Is stated to- which President Roosevelt figured.
to know a great deal about the doings
day's meeting Is being held solely for
' of the Santa Fo people, declared today
Fishermen Drowned.
the purpote of electing officers.
Chicago, Feb. 5 It Is feared foitv that a cut off will be built and that it
fishcimen were killed In the storm will come across the country through
THe SALARIED JUDGES.
which struck Saginaw Hay Tuesday Tijuaa canyon east of this city. In
United States Pays Her Judiciary Of night, who were living In shanties on that event, the Rock Island will use
the ice when the storm burst. The that route to this city, and thence from
ficiais High Salaries.
Washington, Feb. 5. The conferees ! waves crushed the Ice on which the here over the Santa Fe Pacific to the
cf the two houses on the bill luereas-- huts stood and the fishermen have not' California coast.
Anti-Tru-
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!
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RUNAWAY.

Frightful Death of Mrs. Louise Thomas

e

s

'
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"STATEHOOD PEAK OR BUST."

c

1

being present. Prayer by tbe chaplain.
The committee on Judiciary reported
house boll No. 11, with the recommendation that it do not pass, as its revisions are embodied in house bill No.
33. The bill removes the age qualification for jurors. Pedro Sanchez made a
strong speech in favor of removing the
12th DAY, WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4.
age qualification, pointing to the fact
that it a man over 30 years of age can
The Council.
serve
as president of the United States,
All members except Mr. Andrews, he certainly is able to serve on a New
excused, answered the roll call. Rev. Mexico jury.
W. A. Cooper offered the Invocation.
Mr. L.ewellyn Informed the house
Mr. Fall, chairman of the committee
that
the committee had decided to reon municipal and private corporations, port a bill in favor of removing the age
offered a majority report on council1 qualification for jurors.
bill No. 20 recommending that It pass.
The judiciary committee reported
Mr. Spless dissented. Mr. Fall moved house bill No. 33, with the
that the report and the bill be made
that it pass as amended by
tl.e special order of business with coun the committee. The report was adopted.
,
cil bill No. 25 on Thursday forenoon to
The same committee reported houBe
be acted on by the committee of the bills Nos. 12, 15, 24 and 8 for translawhole. The motion carried, only Mr. tion into Englisu.
Spless voting no. Council bill No. 20
The judiciary committee ., reported
provides for the repeal of the coal oil house bill No. 10 with the recommendainspection law.
tion that it do not pass on account of
Mr. Hughes, chairman of the finance the great expense of bringing crimcommittee, .reported joint resolution inals to Santa Fe for execution. Tbe
No. 1, with an amendment striking out bill was introduced by Crlstoval San-che-z,
the word "and" and substituting "withand provides tor the time, man
out the." The resolution provides for ner and execution of criminals. The
the printing of the governor's message report was adopted. 7
and the amendment cuts out the
The same committee, reported housft
and tables. The report wrb bill No. 5 with the recommendation
adopted.
that It do not pass because its provisMr. Hughes, of the finance commit- ions are practically embodied in sec9,
recomtee, reported council bill No.
tion 1868 of the compiled laws of 1897.
mending that the bill be referred to the The report was adopted.
committee on public institutions. The
House bill No. 18 was Juried by
report was adopted and the bill sq
tho
same committee with tSe
referred.
that the bill be referred to a
It provided for an appropriation of
special committee of three to be ap$5,000 to drill an experimental artesian
pointed by the speaker, Pedro Sanchei
well at the penitentiary.
House bill No. 29, repealing section to be chairman.
The committee on privileges and
1271 of the complied laws of 1897, In
McCash-Hol-lanregard to selling liquor to the Indians, elections reported on the
contest.
report recelection
The
was referred to the committee on Judicommended the unseating of Mr. Holiary.
Council joint resolution No. 1, pre land, who had been elected on the face
viding fo rthe printing of 2,000 copies, of the returns by 13 majority, to reprecounty In the house. The
f
In English and the other half sent Union
In Spanish, of Governor Otero's mes- report was signed by Messrs. Crlstoval
sage to the Thirty-flftlegislative as- Sanchez, Martinez and Llewellyn, and
showed that 16 votes bad been cast for
sembly, was passed unanimously.
Mr. Holland by men who were not regA recess was taken until 2:30 o'clock
In the precinct in which they
istered
in the afternoon.
voted or voted on fraudulent registraAfternoon Session.
tion certificates.
President Chaves called the council
Eduardo Martinez offered a minority
to order at 2:35 p. hi.
report, but before he could have It read,
Mr. Hughes objected to unanimous Crlstoval Sanchez moved that, the pja
consent to the committee on municipal Jority report be adopted, A parliaand private corporations to report on mentary discussion ensued which was
council bill No. 19. With a vote of 10 decided by Speaker Montoya that the
to 1, it was decided to suspend the report of the minority be heard first.
rules to hear the report.
Mr. Fall, The minority report stated that the
chairman of the committee, reported evidence submitted does not sustain
council bill No. 19, with the recommen- the allegations of the contestant and
dation that the bill be tabled indefin- that Mr. Holland Is entitled to the ceritely. The report was adopted by a tificate of election he now holds. The
vote of 9 to 2, those voting In the nega-- ' minority report was signed by Messrs.
tive being Messrs. Hughes and Haw- Pendleton and Eduardo Martinez.
kins. The bill provides for a curfew
Mr. Bowie moved to adjourn until t
law to protect minors from vicious In- o'clock this afternoon in order to give
fluences and was Introduced by Mr. the members of the joint committee on
Hughes.
statehood a chance to attend a meeting
Council bill No. 30 was Introduced of the committee in session at the time.
,by Mr. Spless, an act declaring the The minority report of
the committee
statutes of the Territory of New Mex- on privileges and elections was tabled
ico regulating
the practice of pro- indefinitely by a vote of 14 to 9; the
cedure in certain cases to be In force following voting against
tabling:
and for other purposes and relating to Messrs. Howie, Dalles, Holland, Marreal estate of infants and married wo- tinez, Mclvors, Pendleton, Pollard,
men and perpetuating testimony. The Martin Sanchez, and Turner.
bill was referred to the committee on
A motion to postpone the considerapudltiary.
tion of the majority report until this
A recess was taken to give the Joint afternoon was
lost by 9 to 14. The mastatehood committee an opportunity to jority report was then adopted by a
hold a meeting.
vote of 14 to 8. Mr. Howie explained
The statehood committee reported that two legal gentleman on the com
that It had appointed Messrs. Howie, mittee on privileges and elections had
Albrignt and Turner a committee to stated to him cinphaticaly that there
secure a reduction In the telegraph had not been offered sufficient evidence
rates charged for sending the state- to justify the unseating of Mr. Holland.
hood memorial to tho different state Mr. Dulies said
in caucus yesterlegislatures of the west and to Wash- day the majority that
report of the commitington. This committee will also re- tee had been presented in favor of Mr.
port tomorrow on the request of Mr. Holland. Mr. Dalies said
that In cauAndrews, asking that the different cus yesterday the majority report of
state legislatures be asked by telegraph the committee hud been presented in
what action they, have taken on the favor of Mr. Holland, but now one of
statehood memorial.
the gentlemeu ou the committee bad
The council then adjourned until changed his mind, but had not informThursday forenoon.
ed the house of his reasons therefor.
Mr. Llewfllyn explained that last eveThe House.
ning undoubted legal evidence bad
The house was called to order at 10
o'clock this forenooon. Every member
(Continued ca page four.)
Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Feb. 5. The council
passed the bill repealing the coal oil inspection law and then adjourned till
tomorrow out of respect to the memory
of Mrs. Thomas.
The house adjourned till Monday.

ing the salaries of United States
judges reached an agreement today,
generally accepting the salaries fixed
by the bill as it passed the house. It
fixes the salary of chief justice at $13,- 000 and of associate justices at (12,500
each; of circuit judges at $7,000, and
of district Judges at $6,000.

COLORADO

Law- -

Last Evening.
MRS.

FRANK

A.

HU8BELL

INJURED.

The most distressful accident that
has ever happened in the city Occurred
shortly after 6 o'clock last evening, In
which Mrs. Ixmise Thomas, a highly
respectable lady of the city, and a sister of the well known Hubbell brothers, met almost Instant death by being
thrown from a carriage attached to a
runaway team.
Mrs. Frank A. Hubbell, wife of Hon.
Frank A. Hubbell, county treasurer
and collector, who was In the carriage
at the time of the accident, jumped
and sustained several cuts and bruises
about the head and face.
Every home in the city was grieved
by the sad news, and the citizens were
shocked by the frightful accident.
The Accident.
Mrs. Hubbell and Mrs. Thomas were
returning from a card party at Mrs.
John Borrodalle's home In the old
town. Mrs. Herbert D. Romero, of Las
Vegas, who la here as a visitor and
who had accompanied the ladies, had
just left the carrlagu at the home of
Sheriff Thomas S. Hubbell.
When opposite Ilfeld's wool house
on Fourth street the yoke strap broke,
letting the tongue fall, which struck
the spirited horses on the front legs
and frightened them beyond control.
Once started, the terror of the horses
only increased by the swinging pole
between them, which was striking
them at every Jump.
As the swaying carriage passed the
Commercial club Mrs. Hubbell, who
was In the rear eeat, Jumped and fell
on her face. Her injuries will not result seriously, although there are several bad cuts about the head and face.
Today she Is resting easy at her home
on Coal avenue, and The Citizen understands that the m ws of the tragic
death of her sit. r
and dear
friend, Mrs. Thomas, has been kept
from her knowledge.
The Tragic Death.
When the runaway reached the corner of Coal avenue and Fourth street,
Mrs. Thomas either Jumped or was
thrown out it is nut known which.
However, it is thought that she was
thrown out, as she struck the ground
with great force, lighting on her head.
She was carried Into the residence of
Mrs. M. K. Gatlin. aul Drs. Pearce and
Hope were quickly summoned, but

.

From the Denver Republican.

death came within a few minutes after
the horrible accident.
Driver Injured.
The driver, Primitive Nuanes, being
unable to control the now terrified animals, stayed with them. The carriage
was overturned at the little acequia
bridge just beyond the Catholic church
on Fourth street. The driver was Jerked out, but he held to the lines until
the horses Ftopped. lie sustained a
broken collar bone and several cuts
and bruises about the bead. Although
suffering Intensely from his Injuries
he brought the horses back to the barn
and then told of his own serious Injuries.
Sorrow Universal.
The dsep sorrow felt by tho relatives
end friends of Mrs. Thomas is unspeakable. She was the widow of a
prominent physician of the city In the
early days. Being an old resident she
has always been held In the highest
esteem by all who knew her. Mrs.
Thomas Is the mother of two children,
a daughter. Miss Anna, a young lady
of meritorious qualifications, a teacher
in the public schools, and a son,
George, a well known and competent
young man connected with the Whitney company, who have the tender
sympathies of the whole community
In their sad hour of trouble.
The news of the untimely and tragic
death of one of Albuquerqu 's dearest
ladles was the most painful and lamentable that has ever been known in
the history of the city. Not only were
the people of the city grleveu and distressed, but throughout the territory
telegram after telegram asking if it
were true, then wires of sympathy,
were received by the relatives.
Arrival of the Hubbells.
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, husband of
the injured lady, and Charles Hubbell,
who were at Santa Fe, reached the
city on the delayed No. 1 passenger
tialn this running.
The telegram was received at Santa
Fe just as the train was about to pull
out for .amy Junction, but Conductor
Berry held the train until the Hubbell
brothers reached the depot and were
(,n board bound for this city.
J. Felipe Hubbell, another brother,
resides at Pajarito, a few miles down
the river. A messenger on a fleet footed animal brought him and his family
to the city a few hours after the sad
accident.
J. Lorenzo Hubbell, the oldest brother, is a big merchant at Granada, Arizona, sixty miles from Gallup. A Navajo Indian left Gallup lust night with
the sal news, and this brother will
reach here tomorrow morning ou No. 2
passenger train.
Sheriff Thos. S. Hubbell was in the
(Continued on page four.)
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MONTHLY

CIRCULATION STATEMENT.

The monthly circulation statement
by tho comptroller of the currency shows that at the close of business January 31, 1903, tho total circulation of national bank notes was
$973,5 1, an Increase for the year of
$24,528,931, and a decrease for the
The circulation
month of $956,238.
based on United States bonds amounted to $340,587,939, an increase for tho
year of $18,3(19.548, and a decrease for
tho month of $1,539,905. Tho circulation secured by lawful money amounted to $43,385,607, an increase for the
year of $6,219,383, and an Increase for
the month of $583,607. The amount of
United States registered bonds on deposit to Fpcuro circulation notes was
$342,903,520, and to secure public deposits, $153,402,070, of which amount
$19,502,500 wag In state and city bonds.
Isf-ue-

B H. BRIGGS & CO.,

Prescription Druggists

THE POPULAR DRUG STORE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work
Opposite Alvarado Hotel

The Alvarado Pharmacy,

jIbuqurroue Daily
HUGHES

A McCR

vocabulary are wondering what Is
(JiHjfr) and
tho distinction between "hazing" and

EIGHT, Publishers

"running."

The New Mexican has made a wise
Editor
T. McCrnlbt....M-r- . and City Editor move. It has discarded all the dead
advs. on the third page, especially
during the legislature and Is inserting
Published Dally and Weekly.
instead council and house bills Intro
duced, ordered translated and printed

Thoa. Hughea

Buy it Now.

Do not wait until you or some of
your family are sick nigh unto death,
and then send for Chamberalln's
Girls are wondering why It Is that Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
every
years
having
leap
we
not
are
4mm octated Press afternoon dispatches
but buy It now and be prepared for an
years
formerly.
as
We had the emergency. It Is tho one remedy that
Largest City and County Circulation four
last in 1896, and we will not have analways be depended upon in the
The Largest New Mexico Circulation other until 1904, the peculiar condi- ran
most severe and dangerous cases. For
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation tion of the run of time causing an sale by all druggists.
29th of February la
Copies of this paper may be found on omission of the
Tho Optic says: won. Dlonicio Mar
an at Washington In the office ot our each of the eight years from 1896 to
VLB
oeetel correspondent, K. U. glgg-era1904.
Is a condition that did not tinez came In from San Pablo, and noThis
IT street N. W.. Washington L. C
before occur since 1696. It happens tified the Las Vegas Copper company
that all the heavy timbers for the new
Term of Subscription.
only once In every 200 years.
mill at Teeolote had been delivered on
16.00
Dmflr. by null, one year
1.00
XxOly, by mail, six months
He anounced that the
of churches ought to be the ground.
Pastors
1.60
Daily, by mall, three months
great believera In reciprocity, as they mess, and commissary building is al60
1 Hilly, by mall, one month
76
IWOljr, by eanier, one month
preach the great Gospel truth, "Do most complete, and preparations for
1.00
Weekly, by mall, per year
The Daily Citlsan will be delivered In unto others as you would that they construction In good shape all around.
city at the low rate of to cents per should do to you." The two daily pa- He returned home with the funds to
'week, or for It cents per monon. when
(aid nonthly. These rates are leas than- pers publish hundreds of dollars' settle for hauling and was consequentose If any other dally paper In the ter- worth of free notices yearly about the ly happy.
churches, their pastors and the good
Saved Her Child'o Life.
they are in a community, and It is not
weeks our chuboy little
right that, when they have Job work to boy"Inwasthree
changed by pneumonia almost
be done, to give their patronage to in- to a skeleton." writes Mrs.W. Watklns,
stitutions that do not help them in any of Pleasant City, uhic. "A terrible
kind of a way. At least, give the news- cough set In, that, in Bplte of a good
paper offices an opportunity to bid on doctor's treatment for several weeks,
grew worse every day. We then used
the work.
Dr. King's New Discovery for consumption, and our darling was soon sound
BEACHES.
8AND
and well. We are sure this grand
The Massachusetts harbor and land n.ediclne saved his life." Millions
commission has been experimenting, JiUow it's the only sure cure lor coughs
twenty varieties of plants colds and all lung diseases. AH drugMexico demands Statehood from with about
for the protection of sand beaches from gists guarantee satisfaction. 80c, $1.00.
h
Congress.
tho
damage by wind storms. These ex- Trial bottles free.
periments have been conducted at the
year
on
day
comes
Championship basket ball games be
this
St. Patrick's
extreme end of Cape Cod, one of the tween Minors and University at CoTuesday, March 17.
most exposed points on the Massachu- lombo hall Friday night. Social dance
The best plants adapted after game.
The postoffice at Glorieta, Santa Fe setts coast.
purpose
for
have been found by the
the
county, aas been discontinued.
commission to be native pitch pine,
The best dancing music at the
Valentine's day will soon be here, Scotch pine, Austrian pine, common guards' dance at Grant hall tonight.
February 14; then look out for love alder, black locust, bay berry and Ladies free.
Scotch broom. This is something
missives and hideous Valentines.
DEMINQ.
worth knowing and worth remember
all the coast states, for there A
Ninety per cent of the human body ing in
Fw Pointers About a Good Town In
many wind swept beaches along
Is composed of water. On this basts are
Southern New Mexico.
now
are
which
the
banks
of
coast
shift
tt may be said that everybody is a ing sand that could be doubtless read- Keep your eye on Dentins.
trust.
Demlng has just been Incorporated.
ily reclaimed by the Intelligent plant
Demlng, the comhig city of New Mex
ing
of these trees and shrubs and ico.
The Black hills are not black. Ac
Demlng has a magnificent school syscording to the reports from bllztardy made profitable for agricultural pur
tem.
Dakota they are white like the rest of poses.
Demlng, tha railroad center f New
the snow covered mountains of the
PUBLIC DEBT 8TATEMENT.
Mexico.
"west.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
The monthly statements of the pub
Mexico.
The Finns are coming to America at lic debt shows that at the close of bus! OldDemlng,
the seat of the new county of
31,
January
nesa
1903,
1700
Is
tne
debt,
a
of
rate
month.
thought
total
the
It
Luna.
that this movement will soon relieve less cash in the treasury, amounted to Demlng Is the great mining center of
the destitution In Finland, whatever it $943,942,563, which is a decrease for the southwest.
may do to the United States.
the month of $3,222,116. The debt is Demlng! Don't overlook It If you are
recapitulated as follows: Interest bear looking for a safe and paying Investment
A bill which makes the maximum ing debts, $914,541,330; debt on which Demlng water is chemically pure-equPolan springs.
railway rate for the transportation of interest has ceased since maturity, $1, toDemlng
Increased 50 per cent In poppassengers In the territory of Ariiona 230,910; debt bearing bo interest ulation In has
four years.
Total, $1,312,288,526
4 cents a mile passed the territorial $396,516,286;.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
This amount, however, does not In strong and healthy people.
assembly at Phoenix yesterday.
elude $886,871,069 In certificates and Investments in Demlng lots will double
The Las Vegas Optic says: If Sun treasury notes outstanding, which are and treble in one year.
day closing Is left to the will of the offset by an equal amount of cash on Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
people, it will prevail in almost every hand held for their redemption. The electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
community in New Mexico. A bill has cash in the treasury Is classed as fol- houses
Is Ave times in excess of the sup-been Introduced in the legislature lows: Gold reserve, $150,000,000; trust Ply.
funds, $886,871,069;
general fund, Demlng has an abundance of water for
making it optional with the people.
$152,774,913; in national bank deposl Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
It is a fact that the advertising col torles, $150,098,225; total, $1,339,744, dens.
Buy lota and build In Demlng. Tour
limns of a live newspaper contain in 207, against which there are demand rental
returns will be 20 per cent on tha
formation of such Importance that no liabilities outstanding amounting to Investment.
reader can afford to overlook them $941,398,244, which leaves a cash bal- In Demlng good safe loans can be had
The announcements of business men ance on hand of $368,235,963.
at better rates than In the old established
are of general importance because ev
towns.
erybody is a purchaser.
At Demlng you can buy lots at 1109
which will pay you 100 per cent In less
than twelve months.
After slandering New Mexico and
In Demlng another good hotel is needed
Arizona and fighting their admission
to accommodate the enormous increase of
into the sisterhood of states the Los
population.
Angeles Times management has the
Demlng Is a great health result has no
monumental gall to send a solicitor to
superior In climate for the cure of pulparts
monary troubles.
these
and ask the good people
I am thankful to the friend who first recomDemlng will be the great smelter center.
to subscribe for that Journal.
mended your medicine," writes Mra. Anuic M.
Two large plants will be Installed within
Ilruolc. of bmithlield, Fayette Co, Pa. "We
Saves twelve pound baty, three weeka old. t the year.
Anthracite coal in New York now is tuck three buttlea of 'Favorite rTeacriptioa '
Why buy high priced lota when you can
baby came, and the time waa only one
down to the dull prosy figure of $7.50 before
hour and a half. Have had five
tad get them In Demlng cheap now, with cer
a ton, and bituminous coal is a drug before thi alwaya had a aevere lime,children,
lasting two tain advance assured T
three daya, and never was able to do any
la the market at $2 and $2.50. Public or
Agricultural lands in Demlng are unsur
work fur atjout two months afterward. Now 1
sympathy will now be switched off to am doing all the work for four children. My passed for fertility, production of fruits
frienda say I look better now than ever before.
vegetables of all kinds.
poor
newspaper
and
the
paragraphers, who We tuld one of ray aiiera to take Favorite
Demlng offers the same opportunities
will have to dig up some other Joke PreacriiAion,' which she did. and when her
child was born the time of suffering was very
now that the most prosperous cities In the
mine.
short, hhe has better health now than since
west offered several years ago.
her marriage, some years ago. We cannot
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
Dr. l'lerre's medicines enough. I thank
The census shows that there are in K raise
r.
for the kind advice he gave when I
to supply the demand, and needs them
wrote to him
Whenever I see other women
the United States 2,000,000 more bach- suffering
now. This demand continues to grow.
elors than spinsters. Judiciously used, medicines."I .all them about your wonderful
Demlng ships over 100.0U0 head of cattle
the Chicago Chronicle thinks, this inThe benefits resulting from a consulta- annually; Is the center of the greatest
formation should enable the splnBters tion by letter with Dr. Pierce ate testified breeding reKlnn In the southwest and cat'
to direct the thoughts of the bachelors to by thousands of grateful women who tlemen all know this.
to more serious thoughts than ping have been made new women by his medNotice for Publication.
ical advice and fatherly counsel given
pong and theater parties.
absolutely without cost or fee.
(Homestead Entry No. 4887.)
Sick and ailing women, especially
If Operator Clough has fled to Mex- those suffering from chronic diseases, are 26,Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jas.
1S03.
ico he should be pursued, apprehend invited to consult Dr. Pierce, by letter,
Notice
is hereby given that the
ed, prosecuted and sent to the peniten free. All correspondence is held as
named settler has filed notice
tiary for manslaughter. The man whose strictly private ami sacredly confidential. of
his Intention to make final proof in
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Iiullalo, N. Y.
neglect of duty caused the awful wreck Address
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is support of his claim, and that said
at Tucson should not be permitted to the best medicine for the cure of woman- proof will be
made before the register
escape with the mere condemnation ly ills. It establishes regularity, dries
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
of the public. The officials of Pima weakening drains, heals inflammation
county, Arizona, should see to it that and ulceration and cures female weak- March 10, 1003. viz.: Joseph Davis, for
ness.
It is the best preparative for the SEU NEV4. NE', SE4 Sec. 32
dough Is duly punished.
maternity, giving the mother strength to SWi NWU, NW'i S , 4 Sec. 33, T.
give her child, and making the baby's 9 N. R. 9 E.
The official investigation Into the advent practically painless.
lie names the following witnesses to
breaking of a cadet's Ja win a fight beDr. Pierce's Favoritte Prescription contween two classmen at Annapolis re- tains no alcohol and is entirely free from prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
sulted in the finding by the inquisitors opium, cocaine and all other narcotics.
William Tucker, of Galisteo, N. M.;
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
that it was not a case of "hazing," but 1008
large paes, in pajier covers, is sent Maurlclo Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.;
ot
one which comes under the head
on receipt of ji
t
stamps to Anastacio Sandoval, of Galisteo, N. M.;
"running."
The uninitiated in the free
pay expense of mailing only. Address Nicolas Tenorlo, of Santa Fe, N. M.
mysteries of naval academy practices Lr R. V. Pierce, UufJalo, N. Y.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
,
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Cherry Pectoral

AND

THE

Talk this over with your
doctor.

y

If he says Aycr's
Cherry Pectoral is all rirjht
for your hard cough, then
take it. Wc arc willing to
leave it with him. He has
the formula. Doctors have
known it for 60 vcars.
J.
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C. AYEK CO., Lowell. Man.

Annual Charity Ball.
New York, Feb. 5. Tho charity ball
toto be given at tho Waldorf-Astorinight will, from the outlook, be a great
social and financial success. The money will ,as usual, benefit the Nursery
and Child's hospital. There has been
a great rush for tickets, but some have
bnon reserved for late comors. There
will be a great many representatives
ct the army and navy In the opening
promenade.Including prominent guests
from Washington and deputations of
officers from West Point, the New
York navy yard and Governor's Island.
a

Notice Is heresy given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of her intention to make final proof in
support of her claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 10, 1903, viz.:
Sec.
Hannah E. Downs, for the SE
12, T. 10 N., R. 3 E.
She names the following witnesses to
prove her continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
James E. Elder, of Aiouquerque, N.
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, ot Albuquer
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albu
querque, N. M.; Thomas Hall, ot Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY
REALE.
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8ES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND NON RESIDENTS.

MANAGER OF

BLOCK,

Antomatlo Telephone 174.

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

Notice for Publication.
MELINI & EAKIN
(Homestead Entry No. 4o03.)
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. WHOLESALE LIQUORS & CIGARS
29, 1903.

Notice is hereby given that the folWe handle everything in our line
lowing named settler has filed notice
Distillers Agents
of her intention to make final proof in Special distributors Taylor & Williams
cupport of her claim, and that said
Louisville, Kentucky.
proof will be made before the Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albu- 111 8. First St., Albuquerque, N. M,
querque, N. M., on March 10, 1903, viz.:
Jane Hall, for the NEV4 Sec. 12, T. 10
N., R. 3 E.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

tf?:'i.!ift

CROMW1CLL

12-1-

M

(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Back of Postoffice.

ROOMS

N.

J. M. flOORE

Imperial Laundry

Cut this out ami take it to any drug
store and get a free sample of Cham
berlain s Stomach and Liver Tablets,
the best physic. They cleanse and in
vigorate the stomach, improve the appetite and regulate the bowels. Regular size, 25c, per box.
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
e
JEMEZ A SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
114 WE8T SILVER AVENUE.
STAGE LINE.
Old 'Phone A22.
Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer-Qu- e
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- board horse andhave first class rigs
urday at 5 a, m. For particulars ad- for hire.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Albuquerque, or J. D. BLOCK, proprie
B. A. SLEYSTER.
tor, Jemez.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
Notice for Publication.
FIRE INSURANCE,
(Homestead Entry No. 4499.)
REAL ESTATE,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
29, 1913.

PF ALDUQUERQUh,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. r., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON,
Ast Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATChTsON, T0PEKA4, SANTA FE RAILWAY

of our work is the work Itself, as our
best advertisement Is the praise of
those who patronize us.
We know
we can do the best laundry work, as
we couldn't do it we didn't, so if you
want your linen laundered better than
you ever had It done go to the Imperial
laundry.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

CCKKiTGE

EXTENDS TO DEP03ITOR3 EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 80LICIT3 NEW ACCOUNTS,
CAPITAL, 8100,000.00.

y

V-'V- .

OF

BANK

WITH AMPLE f.' E'.NS
UNtv'i, 'ASSEC FACILITIES

R. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
uraae wars, uaboitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,
Eoller Mills ar d Elevator

Mausard's Mills,

She names the following witnesses to
prove her continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
James E. Elder, of Albuquerque, N.
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquerque, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Watson H. Downs, of
Mill
Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CARLOAD
o
LOTS A 8PECIALTY.
Subscribe for the Citizen.
- New Mexico
Albuquerque,
PROFESIONAL CARDS

The Largest and Best
in New Mexico

A. E.

DENTISTS.
Edmund J. Alaer. u.

f

WALKER

11
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FIRE INSURANCE

S.
So8 Railroad avenue.
Office hours, 8:30 Secretary Mutual Building Association
a. mil to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m. Office at J. U. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
Telephone 462.
Appointments
made by
13.

IJJKM.

Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
N.
building, room 2. Office
hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
mail.
LAWYERS.

A. D. JOHNSON
I

Have a Stock of New Elipse Wind
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
Around Your Wagons.

Bernard 8. Hodey

Albuquerque, N. LEAD AVENUE. BETWEEN FIRST
M. Prompt attention given to all business
AND 8ECOND STREETS.
pertaining to tha profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and beALBUQUERQUE.
Auto 'Phone 608.
fore the United States land olllce.
ATTORN

44

iVV",

4,f
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vat,

T

,

MaMaMiawMt.

When youj want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to

BELEN, N. M

THE JOHN BEOKEK CO., Props.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

Ira M. Bond
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
42 F street N. W.,
ATTORN
Ladles can depend upon securii
Washington, I). C. Pennlons, lunda. patents, copyrights, cavlata, letters patent, permanent relief from Irregular
trade marks, claims.
painful periods by using these wafer

Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purT. Armljo building.
chasing only from our agent.
the courts of the territory.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
R. W. D. Bryan
,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerque, N.
W. V. Walton, prescription druggist,
M. Office, Flmt National Bank building.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- ,
rooms t and S, N. for Bernalillo county..
William D. Lee

Office, room 7. N.
Will practice In all

ATTORNEY-AT-I.A-

T. Armljo building, Albuquerque,

N. M.

THOUSANDS SAVED By

E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

block, Albuquerque,

Office.
N. M.

Cromwell

DR. KING'SNEIV DISCOVERY

John H. Stingle
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AW-

.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Cromwell block,

PHYSICIANS.
Room

17.

Dr. J, E. Bronson
IlomeopathlO Physician,
Whiting Block.

KINDERGARTEN.
Miss

Philbrlck's

Kindergarten and Primary Department,

Commerclul cub Nullding. Conveyances
will call for Highland pupils.

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine nositivel j
curea Consumption, Couiih, Colda
bronchitis, Astlimn, rneuuionia.
LnOripjH).
lid) Fever,
Th-urn-

Every bottle guaranteed
NO CURE. NO PAY.
$ICE 69c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FRCE.

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

CLUB BUILDINO.

PTJBIjIC NOTICE!

Having other business to attend besides my store, I am
pelled to sell my goods at cost,
these prices and see for
yourself.
2 packages Coffee, 24c.
Hats, from 50c upwards.
Raw Coffee, per pound, 11c.
Shoes, Shirts, Feed and candles all
Roasted Java, 64 pounds for $1.00. at cost.
Sugar, 4 pounds for 25c.
Kastern Canned Fruits, at 10c each.
6 pounds of Native Beans, 253.
California Canned Fruits, 122e and
Sardines at 5c, or 5 for 25c.
upwards.
Boys' Suits, (2.00 and upwards.
Rice, 4 pounds for 25c.
Men"s Working buits. $1.00.
Everything else In proportion for
Good Sunday Suits, $5.00.
CASH.
corn-Quo-

A. Bratino, General Merchandise

Opposite A. A P. Shop.

923

te

South Second Street
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Paine's Celery

a disc In which are cut notches to cor
respond with the Morse alphabet. As a
typewriter key Is pressed down the
disc revolves, each complete revolution making a letter. The notches In
the wheel cause the "make and break"
on the wire, forming the letters.
Carl Zi'tternian has resigned his po- published story to the effect that there
Mr. Morelock Is now having a com
Banish Your Neuralgia
sition with M. W. Mills at Springer, was some likelihood of a traffic alli- plete model of his machine manufacand will aealn go to work for the Santa ance between the Santa Fe and the tured, and owing to the compact size,
Rock Island FVBtems.
Fe at Las Vegas.
and superiority over other machines
of similar nature, It promises to come Read the Strong Testimony of an
The Santa Fe Pacific hose company
A Liberal Offer.
Into instant use as soon as
will give their annual hall at Colombo
The undersigned will give a free
Eminent Kentucky Physician.
hall on Tuesday night, February 17. It sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
being
at
Is
The
model
built
the
San
will be a grand affair.
Neuralgia, rheumatism and a general
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a
remedy for disorders of the ta Fe shops In Topeka. The only other
"
condition result directly
The International Association of Machinists, the local lodge, are making stomnch, biliousness or constipation. machine which has been found at all from an Impoverished and famished
Is the Yetman machine,
big preparations for their second an- This is a new remedy and a good one. practical
nervous system.
All druggists.
which is at times used In sending over
quickly
nual bnll which will be held at Colombo
Talne s Celery Compound
p
the Associated Press wires.
hall, Friday night, February 27.
corrects this faulty condition. Being
Rock Island Operators.
Mr. Morelock has been with the San
Kan., dispatch says: ta Fe for six months. He served with a true nerve food and nouriBher, It
The members 01 the Santa Fe fire deA Topeka,
and fully
partment at San Bernaruino are pre- "The Rock Island tellegraphers have the Western Union at the main office builds up the nervous cyst-paring for their first anual ball to be decided to submit a new scale to the In Chicago and with the Postal as cir sustains It. While Pain.'s Celery
given In San Bernardino on the eve- officers of the road In Chicago next cuit manager and wire chief at Albu- Compound is working at the root of
May. It has been some years since querque. He has been working on his disease (the nerve centers), bracing
ning of February 21.
up the weakened and IrriThe Las Vegas Optic says: Mrs. the Rock Island had a contract with machine for several years and gives and building
purifying the blood,
parts
and
tated
on
account
telegraphers
of
the
fact
the
man
of
the
railroad
Eckles,
Fred
wife
the following descriptions of Its tech neuralgia, rheumatism ami poisons are
organized.
not
were
the
latter
that
residing at No. 1004 Diamond avenue,
nical parts:
from the system. Dr.
died this forenoon, leaving two small At this time, however, the Order of
"It Is a combination of electro mag expelled forever
prescription Is carstrong
has a
nets with release or trip bars adapted Phelps' wonderful happiness
children. The remians of the wife and Railway Telegraphers
into thouand
rying
health
employes.
among
The
membership
the
destop
symbol
to
Insulated
release and
mother, whose death Is so deeply
you need
Is
what
homes;
of
thorough."
it
sands
quite
to
bo
Is
new
scale
discs that are loosely mounted on a
plored, will be shipped to Chicago.
for your present troubles; it makes
by
a
motor
revolved
bolt
three
shaft
acH. B. Thomas, who has been the
A Legacy of the Grip.
gear for fast or sick people well and strong. Dr. Dudcommodating day ticket clerk at the
system. Weak- with a variable speed
Is often a
ley Conner, of Simpsonvlhe, Kentucky,
sending
as
slow
desired.
local Santa Fe station the past few ness, nervousness, lac. of appetite, enmagnets
are connected says:
weeks, has resigned that position to ergy and amoition, with disordered in "The electro
"I have carefully examined the formby
a
comb
like
series
switch with
an
follow
at
kidneys
oitcn
liver
and
acept a similar position at Denver. W.
Indi- ula of Paine's Celery Compound and
battery
pole
of
one
a
to
local
the
The
disease.
wretched
of
this
tack
C. Carpenter, who has heretofore boen
need then is Electric Bitters, vidual key bars of a typewriter, the have no hesitancy In pronouncing It a
night ticket clerk, will succeed Mr. greatest
splendid tonic, blood purifier and other pole connected to. an eccentric compound of great therapeutic value.
the
Thomas.
regulator of stomach, liver and kid switch, thumb screwed to the type- It has a wide range In Its adaptation to
The sleeping car tickets bearing rev- neys. Thousands have proved tht.1. writer under and across all the key the treatment of diseases, as it posenue stamps returned by the Pullman they wonderfully strengthen the ner bars.
sesses tonic and alterative, laxative
company to the treasury department at ves, build up the system, and restore
"By depressing any letter of the and diuretic properties, and can be
atan
good
spirits
to
after
health
and
Washington, for the rebate due in contypewriter the symbol discs are In used any length of time w ithout danger
sequence of the abolition of the war tack of gulp. If suffering, try them.
released, causing the make and of toxic effects. It Is a safe and judicstantly
guar&0c.
Only
satisfaction
Perfect
cases and weighed
tax, filled thirty-siof
break
the main line which Is con ious combination, well adapted to the
druggists.
by
all
anteed
, 210 tons. A half dozen clerks will
nected to the discs by a split plug In- treatment of neuralgia and rheumatism
J spend six months or so assorting the
serted Into the Morse key or switch n all their varied forms, and all dis
MORELOCK AN INVENTOR.
iicKeis.
eases dependent upon a depression of
board."
the nervous system and torpor of the
Vice President and General Manager
The scratch of a pin may cause the lowels. I regard It as a good blood
Herbert, of the Colorado & Southern,
has left Denver for Chicago, where he Can Send Telegrams on a Typewriter loss of a limb or even death when blood unifier."
poisoning results from the injury. All
meets President Trumbull. The Colodanger of this may be avoided, howFOR THE HOUSEWIFE
-- Over Hundred
Words a Minute.
rado & Southern officials will meet
ever, by promptly applying Chamberto
Fe
Santa
of
the
with the officers
lain's Pain Balm. It is an antiseptic
of the
discuss the double-trackinand unequalled as a quick healing lini- have been manufactured. They give
Southern joint track
ment for cuts, bruises and burns. For fast, beautiful colors and are prepared
Santa
WIRE CHIEF AT TOPEKA.
saje by all druggists.
between Denver and Pueblo, and other
for home use. Simply follow directions.
Joint track matters.
Direction book and 45 dyed samples
ATTORNEY
FISHER.
A. E. Morelock, who resided in this
George H. Daniel, general iassenger
free.
agent of the New York Central, author- city some time ago, being remembered He Tells the Readers that Belen Wants
DIAMOND DYES. Burlington, Vt.
itatively denied the report that the as the manager of the local office of
All Kinds of Trades' People.
The Eagle Minin gcompany, at Par
Central contemplates the withdrawal the Postal Telegraph company and Editors The Citizen.
train between New later as In c harge of the telegraph ser
of Its twenty-hou- r
Belen, N. M., Feb. 3. There Is a sons, N. M., has recently purchased a
York and Chicago. Mr. Daniel said vice on the Santa Fe Central, is mak good opening here, at present, for a large amount of machinery in Denver
these trains would be continued in ing a record for himself at Topeka, shoe maker, harness maker, tinsmith, for their plant at Parsons. The mill
spite of the fact that the January re- Kansas, where he is night wire chief painter, baker, doctor and dentist. A Is to have a daily capacity of 500 tons.
ceipts showed that the New Y'ork Cen- at the Santa Fe general offices tele good carpenter, capable a "laying This is the property in which the Stu- tral and Lake Shore roads had handled graph department. He Is the inventor down" plans would also find plenty of debakers of South Bend, Ind., aer such
00,000 cars more of freight tnan In the of a new telegraphic sending machine profitable employment.
There are a large stockholders.
which promises to be one of the great number of "Jack leg" carpenters here,
corresponding months of last year.
A Mother's Recommendation
of the present day.
but few competent workmen with
The shortage of freight cars on the discoveries
Cough
I have used Chamberlain's
The Topeka State Journal in Its tools. A good job printer with presses,
Santa Fe's western lines has been
Remedy for a numuer of years and
comments on the invention, says:
carry
station- have no hesitancy in saying that it Is
a
would
line
of
who
and
S noted several times but that effecting
With this machine, anyone, even- - ery, would find a gold mine. There Is
best remedy for coughs, colds and
the shipments of oil has not yet been though
he he entirely unfamiliar with also a good opening here for an Amer- the
croup I have ever used In my family.
written of. It Is now announced by the the Morse
telegraph
instrn
code
and
ican meat market. The saloon busi- I have not words to express my conficompany that, owing to the snortage of
only ness is already overdone, there being dence in this remedy. Mrs. J. A.
ments, can send messages,
tank cars, it Is ten days behind on the qualifications required being the
the abil nine now in active operation and seven Moore, North Star, Mich. For sale by
delivery of its own oil, while it is un- ity to manipulate a typewriter,
and
all druggists.
able to furnish the Fullerton Oil com- possibly an understanding of the ab more projected and In course of erection. All inquiries will be cheerfully
pany, whose oil it hauls, a single car.
Basket nan at Colombo ball Friday
breviation code in use among
answered by, yours truly,
The transportation department Is now
night. Minors vs. University. Both
FISHER,
WM.
H.
being besieged by the producers who
track teams. Dance following.
Mr. Morelock claims that with his
Attorney at Law.
are anxious to get their oil to the mar machine
Is possible to send as high
it
ket. Owing to the famine the oil com- as 140 words a minute. This is faster
Ladies free at the guards' dance at
with Impure
If you are troubied
panies of the San Bernardino district
a typewriter is ever worked in blood. Indicated by sores, pimples, Grant hall tonlghj. Admission 50 cents.
than
are unable to fill their contracts.
orchestra.
practice and therefore It may he said headache, etc.. we would recommend r
A Southern Pacifls railway employe
Blood Eilxer, which we sell
Morelock machine will trans- Acker's
the
that
alguarantee.
will
It
positive
says
a
talking
wreck,
of
Tucson
in
the
Fresn Cut Flowers.
messages as fast as It is possible ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic poiIVES, THE FLORIST.
that Engineer Ingram, of Lordsburg, mit
them to be written on a typewrit- sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents
for
o
is certainly a lucky man. It was In er.
and $1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. II.
Aluminum house numbers; three for
gram's time to go out with the fatal
An ordinary typewriter is used by Briggs & Co.
25 cents.
See C. A. Hudson, Second
No. 9 from Lordsburg, but feeling un- Mr.
Morelock. To each key Is attached
avenue.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
well he decided to lay off for a trip. In a tiny electro magnet, with certain othhis place went Engineer Wilkie, who er electrical equipment which operates
Everything in the Fust ;.;ne Here.
Alvarado.
met such a frightful death In the
Anthracite,
Cerrlllos an.l Callup lump
Rose,
H.
I.
Angeles;
J.
Ross,
W.
Los
ago
Ingram
wreck. Alout six weeks
HIDDEN AWAY.
Cord
coal.
wood and lindiing. At
Wyo.;
Mrs.
Saratoga,
Hale
Mr.
and
had another and similar lucky escape
Holden, Kansas City; E. R. Campbell Halm's Coal Yard.
from death. He stepped off his engine
A Discovery Worth While.
E. W. Ohlson, Carl 11. Weil, Chicago;
at Lordsburg, and a short time afterIt startles one wnen he comes to
ward its boiler blew up, almost com know absolutely that wrong selection C. R. Keyes. Socorro; F. L. Vance,
pletely demolishing the iron monster. of food is the direct cause of the weak New York; Elliott T. Slocum, Detroit;
311 Sout.i First Street.
C. F. Balch, Clinton, Iowa; A. J. Ixom- A still more peculiar feature of the cir eyes, kidney trouble, dyspepsia
or Is, Santa Fe; Mrs. Dora Lumpkin,
FRANK VAJO. Proprlstor.
cumstance is that it was this same enmay be the form disease Paris, 111.; A. S. Rankin, Topeka; Fred
gine which was in the Tucson disaster. whatever
The Desi oi liquors served to cat
takes,
that right food will work a Nicholls, Jr., Dr. W. T. Villiani3. Tor
and
A number of new and revised publiIt is easy to prove onto, Canada; Wm. M. Smith, Kansas rona of the bar.
cure.
But
natural
cations of the Atchison, Topeka & by actual test. The following is an exSandwiches of all kinds served.
City; Lockwood Hebard, Chicago; A
Santa Fe railway have reached the ter- ample:
Nice large rooms, everything bran
D.
L.
Peaper,
J.
Kas.;
Leavenwoorth,
ritorial papers. They are: "To Calimonths ago I was In despair, Weiss and wife, Greenville, Miss.; new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
"Five
fornia Over the Santa Fe Trail," an not knowing the cause of my desperate
Mrs. R. Grauman, Cincinnati; Luther
artistically printed and illustrated book condition.
I had run down to 105 Foster, F. E. Lester, II. B. Holt, Agri
200
pages
over
of
of
that is not short
from a chronic cultural College.
being classic; "California Resort Ho- pounds and suffered
Dealer in
sore throat, sore eyes and what was
tels," a beautiful little pamphlet that
Sturges' European.
nervousness
an
to
bear
awful
hardest
reveals visions of comfort and eleJames A. Niblo, Milan, Mo.; K. Doe, General Herchandise and
ran
gance for which southern California and hysteria which at times almost
Prescott,
Ariz.; R. R. Richardson,
Liquors
insanity.
hotels have no equal anywhere; "Ari- into
"Finally a large swelling appeared in Hamilton, Ohio; A. Morrison, Kansas
zona Health Resorts," profusely illusthroat and I feared cancer. The City; W. I. A. Foreman. C. B. Wilson, Proprietor of the St'mmer Garden
trated; and "California Tours via the
Freudenberg, Bernalillo.
nervousness got worse and when I Denver;
Santa Fe," also Illustrated; and an found I could
All Kinds, of Country Produce Bought
It no longer and
stand
Hotel Highland.
illustrated folder entitled "Southern no
and Sold.
I could take would cure
medicine
L. Keefer, Cleveland, Ohio; E. C Goods
Advertising In such at- me,
California."
Free to all Parts of
Delivered
I concluded to tane the advice of
tractive shape must certainly do the the Postum Cereal Company and Herlow, Las Vegas; P. G. Sawyer. G.
the City.
C
Mrs.
E.
B.
City;
Ritsch, Kansas
Santa Fe an immense amount of good change
My stomach never hurt Day,
Morrison, 111.
and the passenger department must be me so Idiet.
Corner of Third and Tijeras
right
thought
was
all
that
congratulated upon the good taste
New Mexico
Albuquerque
I
thing
or
anyhow.
a
learned
But
Central.
Grand
in
compiling and publishing this
played
two.
M. Maher, San Francisco; C. H
P.
effective advertising matter.
"Well I quit tea and coffee entirely Colvin, Denver.
and began eating Grape-Nutthree
TRAINMEN INCREASES.
In Interest of Phohibition.
times a day. I began to Improve and
Springfield, 111., Feb. 5. At the ses
President Ripley Says It Will Be Less get well. What a relief. My sore eyes,
becomes languid, Irritable and 4
of the
Than 20 Per Cent.
throat trouble and terrible nervousness sions of this, the second eiay, several
tpondent, through lost of nerve vigor,
An Associated Press dispatch, dated gradually left and I have gained 35 state prohibition conference,
mockery. The courage,
Life ceemi
force, vigor and action which characat Topeka, Kan., pays:
pounds in weight. It proved to bo a addresses of interest were delivered
terize
in' u are lacking.
Santa Fe conductors and trainmen hidden stomach trouble that did not by the most prominent workers in the
may expect to get a fair increase in show except in other parts of the body, state.
wages, according to what President but the real trouble came from stom
Washington's New Railroad.
Ripley said here tonight. Mr. Ripley ach, and so when the right food like
Tacoma, Wash., Feb. 5. A syndicate
opinion
expressed the
s
that there Gi
was given to the stomach, of New York capitalists has secured
would be no strike by trainmen nor it quickly got well and made good
of
any reason for one so lung a they blood that cured the other ails." Name control and Is starting construction
have kindled the tit;).! of hope In many
Pacific railway, to be
kept demands down to a moderate furnished upon application to Postum the Port AngelesAngeles,
on the straits,
man'aface. They ! "g vigor to the
built from Port
limit.
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
weak and ambition to lie despondent.
to connect with the
southwestward
"There will be no trouble in making
They permanently ih' tk the weakPeople don't realize the great truth
Pacific, which Is building
ening drain, tc. t'u' nerve, enrich
M'ttlement with the trainmen" bo said, that the stomach and the food are re Northern
Gray's
harbor.
from
noith
over
the blood and lunle
"so long as they are reasonable, but sponsible in most all cases for man's
The road will traverse the largest
JO per cent increase is too much for happiness
and distress.
body of fir ami cedar timber standing
00. With a
us to consider, and they may as well
ft 00 per box ; 6
Nothing is more sure than for people in
state, instiling an immense, traflitlcu guard tworurr v.e issue
understand first as last that it cannot to improve in health if they will fic.the
no cure I
if
tee to refund the iuoiiAbout twenty miles will be comlie granted."
effected. li.ok free. 1 AL MGtiiclNB
change the diet and use Grape-Nutpleted soon, in order that logging operCo.. Cleveland. Ohio
President Ripley tonight denied the three times a day.
ations may commence in the spring.
For sale by B. 11 riggs & Co
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g
have undergone some remarkable reductions. It's the reliability and the
substantiability that have made the M-Ktor the rendevous for every woman who demand style and good taste in the selection of their fabrics for street, house andeveningdresses
never-failin-

n

WE'VE JUST GOT THROUGH TAKING INVENTORY
and find to our sorrow that we have on hand an immense amount of Dress Goods, black and
In order to clear the shelves and make
colored, which must be counted "over-stockroom for Spring Goods we have made unusual price reductions for tomorrow not in a few
instances, but all through the Department.
."

These quotations represent but a few of the many

Dress Goods Specials

pieces of
Plaid Flannels
2$

Granite Cloths,

36-in- ch

38-inc-

All-Wo-

h

All-W-

38-in- ch

ol

l

o

Wool Plaids,

36-in- ch

Storm Serge,
Venetian,

38-in-

38-in-

All-Wo- ol

45

ol

All-Wo-

All-Wo- ol

52-in- ch

54-in-

19c
All-Wo- ol

3S-in- ch

lomormw
Ail-Wo-

ch

Cheviot,
Albatross

All-Wo- ol

ch

36-in- ch

Granite,
Henrietta,
Waterproof,
Habit Cloth,
Hair-Lin- e
Stripes all
worth 90c yard tomorrow1
50 pieces of

3S-in-

Striped and

27-in-

tnmo'r'W

all worth 35c per yard

40 pieces of
Basket Cloth,
all worth 75c per yard

52-in-

pieces of

Etamine,

All-Wo- ol

52-in- ch

Cheviot,

All-Wo- ol

ch

Ali-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

Storm Serge, 48-i- n
Scotch Tweed,
40-iSatin Soleil--a- ll
iJJJ
wortb $1.25 yd tomorrow
All-Wo- ol

ch

All-Wo-

n.

38-in- rh

DIAMOND DYES

e

M?

nA LBAii.

zto

OQD

run-dow-

Derry-Devin-

Cosmopolitan

.

-

'

x

"1

iKail it I

II

"run-down-

m

''jiiSijr

ol

75 pieces of the finest SI. SO and S2.00 Dress Goods
at 95c per yard.
Just tWnk of buying:

Sharkskin,
Camel's Hair Plaid,
Crepon,
h
Clay Worsted,
Momie Cloth,
l'rench Broadcloth,
rinest French Voile
all worth $1.50 to $2.00 per yard tomorrow
All-Wo-

54-inc-

54-in- ch

42-in-

All-Wo- ol
All-Wo-

All-Wo-

50-in- ch

ol

48-in-

ol

ol

50-in- ch

Silk-Mix-

ch

All-Wo-

ch

48-inc-

ed

ol

Whipcord,
Corkscrew,

All-Wo- ol

48-in- ch

All-Wo- ol

50-in- ch

50-in- ch

All-Wo-

Natte,

ol

h

s and Laces

New

Our selection today is practically limitless. The values are of that high standard which
per yard
have in the past made our reputation. The entire selection is reason- ably priced at from
UP

Jfr

and

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities.Qhopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;

may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happiness be yours.

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of J one of
the

WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COMPANY'S combination bond policies.

It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.
It will be an

asset

in your

business during its term.

It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second

year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from loss.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to bz retired on a pension. You can buy a 10, J 5 or
20-ye- ar

payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.

I'Oll COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOXD WRITE Oil CALL UTOX
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Z STATEHOOD

COMPLICA TtONS

QUAY'S

H Want
'

NEW TACTICS.

the Statehood Fight Passed
Up to the House.

prlatlcn bill. The committee therefore
postponed further consideration of the
amendment till Friday. That Is Interpreted In some quarters as meaning
that efforts will be made to complete
the details of the eonpromlse by that
date.
As a result of prospects for raising
the blockade senate leaders expect that
all treaties will be ratified. Senator
Morgan Is likely to speak at length on
the canal treaty, hut with statehood
out of the way, or even prospectively
so, the senate can afford to give time
for this.
Evidence Increases that considerable
debate Is probable before a vote can be
reached on the Cuban treaty. The appropriation bills, with two or three ex
ceptions, are not likely to provoke long
debate, and thus a large portion of the
remaining weeks of the session can be
given to executive sessions, If found
necessary.
The conferences looking to a break
in tlje senatorial deadlock have taken
cognizance of the fact that any com
promise measure passed by the senate
will have to be acted on in the house,
and it la said assurances have been
received of acquiescence by the house
leaders In a compromise on the general lines that now are under more or
less discussion.

tramp, wrapped In a large American
slumbering away at a peaceful
gait, evidently dreaming of the stars
and stripes. The chances are the dream
was In regard to universal confinement
stripes; the stars coming In when the
surprised and angry professor disturbed his peaceful slumbers. However, he made one of those rapid disappearing acts, thanking himself for a
night's lodging without having to answer to the Judge In the morning. The
American flag has always protected
every American citizen from harm, but
when It comes to being used as a protector from the cold, piercing atmosphere, the tramp has taking a privilege
that Is not grnnted In the constitution
of the United States.

take place by uprrlal dlsponnatlon
tnlnrd from Archbishop Pltlvnl,

FEURUAHY

.r

1903

ob-flii-
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THE MARKETS

Santa It. This special dispensation
was granted owing to the fact that tne
husband, Mr. Thomas, Is burled there
In the family lot.
WOOL MARKET,
Mrs. Hubbell'8 Condition.
Pr. I'earce was sct-- this afternoon
St. Loula.
In regard to Mrs.
Hubbell's Injuries
St. Louis. Feb. 5. Wool Steady ;
and condition. Ho stated that she was
resting as comfortably as could bo ex- territory and western medium. 17
pected. She la somewhat dazed yet lPc; lino, in(?lSc; coarse, 1317c.
from the fall, but there Is no IndicaLIVESTOCK MARKETS.
tions of any serious Injuries. Her face
Is badly bruised and scratched.
Chicago.
The
Chicago. Feb. 5. Cattle Receipts.
worst cut received Is under the chin
6,.1fi'. Maiket steady and strong. Good
and la about two Inches wide.
to prime Fleers. $ l.606.15 ; poor to
milium, $.1.004.60; Btoekers and
Water Tax Due.
Water tax due and payable at office feelers, $2.3031: 4.50; cows. $1.404.50;
of Water company, 310 Gold avenue, heifers. $2.25 (ft 4.75; canners. $1.40
between 1st and 5th of month.
2.t0; hulls, $2.23 (f? 4.40; calves, $3.50
7.25; Texas fed steers, $3.504.35.
COMING' EVENTS.
Sheep Reclpts,
14,000..
Sheep
steady to strong.
Oood to choice
February 4 Degree of Honor ball wethers,
$4.505.25; fair to choice
at Odd Fellows' hall.
mixed, $3.604.50;
western sheep,
Thursday, Feb. 5 Guards' ball at ?3."55.25; native lambs,
$4.506.35;
Grant hall.
western lambs, $4.756.30.
Friday, Feb. 6 Basket ball game.
Kansas City.
Minors vs. University.
Kansas City, Feb. 6. Cattle ReSaturday afternoon. Feb. 7 Mrs. ceipts, 6,000 head. Including 600 Tex-anBerry's social dance at Grant hall.
market steady to strong; native
February 7 The "Telephone Girl" steers,
$3.655.50; Texas and Indian
at Colombo hall.
steers, $34.20; Texas cows, $22.80;
February 17 Santa Fe Pacific Hose native cows and heifers, $I.754.35;
company ball at Colombo hall.
stockers and feeders, $34.50; bulls,
February 29 Orpheus Concert com$2.753.90; calves, $2.506; western
pany at Library building.
steers, $3.255; western cows, $23.
February 27 A hall given by the
Sheep Receipts 2,000. Market firm.
International Association of Machin- Muttons, $3.5005.10; lambs,
$3.60
ists, Rio Grande lodge, No. 131, at Co- 6.25; range
wethers, $3.004.85; ewes,
lombo hall
'
$3.004.90.
February
8
Catholic mission at Immaculate Conception church
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
by Rev. Father Barry.
Chicago,
Feb. 5. The following are
March 2 Schubert Symphony club
the quotations at the close of market
quartet at Colombo hall.
March 28 "The Keltles," forty mu- today:
Wheat May, 74c; July, 74V4
sicians, at Colombo hall.
74'tC.
Corn Feb., 43c; May,
Millions Put to Work.
Oats Feb., 34c; May, 36c.
The wonderful activity of the new
Pork May, $14.75; July, $16.35.
century Is shown by an enormous de
Lard Feb., $4.75; May, $9.40.
mand for the world's best workers
Dr. King's New Llfr? Pills. For con
Ribs May, $9.12,4; July, $9.00.
stipation, sick headache, biliousness,
Money Markey.
or any trouble of stomach, liver or
kidneys they're unrivaled. Only 25c
New York, Feb. 5. Noon. Money
at all drug stores.
on call steady at 3V4 per cent; prime
mercantile paper, 4V4 5 per cent;
silver, 47c.

1

A special dlBpatch from Washington,
dated rVbruary 2, to the St. Louis
says:
An interesting turn has born taken
In Senator Quay's plan to add the omnibus statehood bill as a rider to the
two appropriation bills. Mr. Quay has
told the leaders on the other side that
unless the house sustains him he will
not force an extra session by Insisting
on this rider remaining on an appropriation bill, rider and all, and let the
(Concluded from page one.)
house decide whether to retain the
city, and he was In attendance at the
rider. This Is a shrewd proposal. The
grief stricken homes a few minutes
house has already voted for statehood
hy a large majority, but In a spirit of
after the accident.
Insincerity, under the assumption that
Telegrams of Condolence.
Telegrams of condolence were rethe senate could be trusted to kill It.
flipNow, the house republicans who so
ceived last night and this morning
pantly voted for the creation of more
by the grief stricken brothers and Imstates a year ago would be compelled
mediate family. The Citizen publishes
to disavow that action or desert the
the following:
great body of their party associates In
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, Albuquerque, N. M.: Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 5.
the senate.
It Is very doubtful If the house would
The house adjourned today until Monreverse its position on statehood. The
day morning at 10 o'clock out of rerepublican majority Is small, and it
spect to you In your sad affliction.
would obviously be Invaded by the deMany will attend funeral from here.
sertion to the statehood camp of many
W. H. H. Llewellyn.
of the Pennsylvania . memUera, . .who.
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, Albuquerwould regard their obligation to the
que, N. M.: 8anta Fe, N. M., Feb. 5.
"
fyy.tDegree
"Honor
Dance.
tf
boas of the state as fiaramourit. 'The
Heard of terrible accident. I sincerely
A mast enjoyable evening was spent
Rocky mountain republicans, as in the
condole with you. A. L. Morrison.
senate, would furnish some statehood at the Degree of Honor dance at Odd
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, AlbuquerFellows hall last night. The floor was que, N. M.: Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.
support.
A further complication in this Quay well occupied by the gay and mirthful My sincere condolence In this hour of
plan arises from the necessity it im- dancers who glided to sweet strains of grief. I will arrive tonight. Nestor
poses of putting senate members on music furnished by the Berry orches- Montoya.
record concerning statehood. Several tra, until the evening had passed. ReHon. Frank A. and Thomas Hubbell,
senators do not want to have to vote freshments of a most delicious nature Albuquerque, N. M.: Santa Fe, N. M.,
again, and every energy of the leader- were served In the room adjoining the Feb. 5. Both Mrs. Otero and myself
ship is now directed toward avoiding dance hall. The affair was a success deeply sympathize with you in the sad
show of hands. Quay is taking advan- both financially and socially. The De- and untimely death of your sister, Mrs.
tage of all these considerations, and gree of Honor ladles have an establish- Thomas, and the painful injuries to
' seemingly
Intend to give the repub- ed faculty for pleasant entertainment. Mrs. Frank Hubbell, which we sincere-llican organisation a good deal of
trust will prove less serious than at
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. ,
trouble if they are to avoid an extra
present indicated and our hopes are
The best and most famous com- for her speedy recovery. M. A. Otero.
session, as all unite in desiring to escape. Mason has effered, as chairman pound In the world to conquer aches
Hon. Frank A. Hubbell, Albuquerof the postofflce committee, to report and kill pains. Cures cuts, heals burns, que, N. M.: Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 6.
bruises, subdues Inflammation,
By express Friday morning a lot of
the postal budget with the statehood and
Metal Market.
masters piles. Millions of boxes sold Mrs. Raynolds Joins me in the deepest
lideT irota his committee, which con- yearly. Works wonders in bolls, ulcers, sympathy for your loss in the death of extra fancy dressed turkeys, small
New York, Feb. 6. Lead Quiet;
tains a Quay majority in case there is felons, skin eruption. It cures or no Mrs. Thomas and we sincerely hope sizes, young fat geese, dressed ducks, $4.12V4
Copper- - Nominal; $12.62
any trouble In doing" this elsewhere.' pay. 26c at all drug storess.
for Mrs. Hubbell's recovery. J. W. springs and hens, 5 varieties fresh fish, 12.80.
3 varieties Patent Case Oysters, nice
Raynolds.
ilr. Quay has promised to have the bill
Hon. Prank A. and T. 8. Hubbell, Al fresh tomatoes and cauliflower. SAN
attached as a rider to three other appropriation bills.
buquerque, N. M.: Santa Fe, N. M., JOSE MARKET.
Tongues and sounds
pall, $1.50,
Feb. 6. I wish to offer my sincere
Jhere was another effort to compro-- ,
sympathy in the great disaster which OftOOOOOOODDOOO00 spiced fish roe 20c lb., Finnan haddies
false today on a plan admitting Ari(Continued from page one.J
B 17c lb., codfish middles, 17c lb.,
DON'T FORGET
has befallen your families and earn O
zona and New Mexico as one sUte,
bloaters 5c each, mackerel 6c to 30c
MRS.
FILLMORE'S
hope
A.
estly
Mrs.
hear
of
to
Frank
with Oklahoma to be admitted as pro- been submitted under oath by a reput
SOCIAL DANCE
O each, roll herring 6c each, speck hervided In the original house bill. Imme- able witness showing that certain cer Hubbell's recovery. Clara H. Olson. 0
THURSDAY NIGHT
B ring 10c each, Holland mllchners 6 for
She Was a Good Woman.
diately after the adjournment of the tificates of election had been fraudua
6th.
FEBRUARY
B 25c, lunch herring 25c lb., smoked saloppowas
Thomas
Mrs.
a
of kind and affa
senate the republican friends and
DI
MAURO
mon 25c lb., smoked halibut 25c lb., salt
ORCHESTRA.
compelled
evidence
and
lent
had
8
this
ble disposition and won friends whernents of statehood legislation,' as the him
salmon bellies 17c lb., Holland herring,
to change his opinion that Mr. ever she went, and during her twenty
result of .informal conferences held McCash
per keg, $1.40, Bismarck herring 60c
certainly Is entitled to his seat years' residence in this city, removing
during the day, met and agreed to a
If You Get It at The Maze Its Good. can, seaquad 10c can. We are headMar-tine- s
legislature.
In
Mr.
Eduardo
the
Paold
family
here
from
at
home
the
proposition of the compromise charac
And the price as low as it possibly quarters for all kinds of fish. SAN
ter. The seventeen republicans who Mr. explained his vote, saying that Jarlto, her friendship was held In the can be made.
Holland,
not
given
JOSE MARKET.
suffi
been
bad
highest reBpect.
People refused to
have been following the lead of Sen
10c to $1.35, and
Men's gloves
believe the terrlb'e news, when It first unquestionably fromlargest
ator Quay agreed to the proposition, cient chance to rebute evidence against
the
assortment "Mr. Howell is a very clever and
Pendleton explained his po- gained currency on the streets, and afand the republican senators who have him. Mr.
In town to pick. from.
impersonator and humorist."
by
saying
according
sition
to
that
the
ter it had been confirmed it seemed albeen leading the fight in opposition to
Men's overalls, good ones, made by
Indianapolis Journal.
and to the evidence, Mr. Holland most impossible.
the bill expressed a willingness to law
labor, C0ev70c and 85c.
The remains were first conveyed to union
come to an agreement on that basis was entitled to keep his seat. Most of
Boys' socks, 2 pair for 15c.
Guards' dance at Grant hall tonight.
very
hearsay,
was
the
evidence
but
lit
W.
undertaking
parlorB
O.
the
of
The compromise plan was suggested
Edge
dressing
20c.
shoe
Gilt
Ladles
free. Tickets 50 cents. Berry- testimony
was
tle
offered
would
that
Strong & Sons, and later in the even
to the democratic senators, and was
2 pieces Fell's Naptha soap 15c.
Devlne
orchestra.
peen
permitted
before a Jury ing taken to the mourning residence
yery promptly turned down. Without have
11 large rolls toilet paper $1.00.
or
a
court
of
No
evidence
Justice'.
514
underavenue,
Lead
at
where
the
every
exception,
democrat in the chain
1 dozen nest eggs 25c.
Subscribe for the Citizen
ber insisted that under no conditions was given to show that the sua takers prepared the body for burial.
20c
Try
coffee
bulk
cur
roasted
at
piclous
ballots had been cast for Mr.
would he accept the proposition which
The Funeral.
per pound; It's not the best, but will
looked to the union of New Mexico and Holland, but on the' other hand it
The funeral services of the deceas compare very favorably with most of
showed
every
republican
ballot
in
that
Arizona as one state. This was some'
ed, Mrs. Thomas, will be held tomor
Union county was of a questionable le- row forenoon. The body will be taken the 25c coffees.
thing of a surprise.
THE MAZE.
gality. "If I were on the bench or on from the Thomas home on West Lead
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Jury,
deI
the
to
have
a
would
render
conveyed
avenue at 9:30 o'clock and
SENATE DEADLOCK.
cision In favor of Mr. Holland. The to the Immaculate Conception church
Hear Mr. Howell in "Eben Holden'
by
Holcertificate
of
election
held
Mr.
The ceremony at the church will begin at Congregational church Thursday
It is Likely to Come to An End Very land was signed by
the republican of promptly at 10 o'clock. It will be high evening, February 12.
KERKER AND MORTON'S MERRY
. Soon.
JINGLE.
o
The News from Washington, under ficials of Union county. I believe that mass and conducted by Rev. A. Manda- Mr. Holland Is entitled to his seat."
larl, assisted by two other priests.
date of February 3, says:
Attertion Sportsmen.
Cristobal Sanches explained his vote Music will be rendered by the senior
THE NEW YORK CASINO HIT1
Two new states instead of three. On
Two dogs (one setter, one pointer),
by denying the allegations of Mr. Pen choir under the direction of Mrs. T. J 11
compromise
the
senate
deadlock
this
months old, well trained, stanch on memm
The rmc with
Shlnlck.
quail, perfect retrievers from land or
pTo
m mm
which has been kept up so long by dleton and Mr. Bowie.
Th
explained
Martin
Sanchex
vote
rn
his
S.
m
mm grmlv0 Tlmmm
Immediately after the ceremony the water, very useful In the pursuance
Senator Quay, bids fair to be broken
by saying that although he has been funeral procession will proceed to Fair
of wounded big game, good all around
Oklahoma will be one state. Arizona
will continue to be a steadfast re view cemetery, where Interment will hunting dogs, for sale at a very reason.
and New Mexico together will be the and
publican, yet be believed Mr. Holland
able price. Write for particulars to
other, under the name of Arizona.
to his seat.
Celes von Kleber, Gran Qulvlra, post- What amounts almost to a treaty of entitled
explained
by
vote
Pedro
Saches
his
office Tajique, Valencia county, New mmk
peace was made today by Senator Quay
Hat frov0dm
saying that in matters of election con Is the cause of more discomfort than Mexico.
Continuous
If wv m av"aY
and the senators opposed to the state- tests, the
on privileges and any other ailment
committee
you
o
If
eat
the
hood bill. Senator Quay's threat to elections
In position to decide things that you want and that are good
Minors and University basket ball
make the statehood bill an amendment the meritsis ofbest
r you, you are distressed. Acker's game at Colombo hall Friday night BRIGHTER, BETTER AND BIGGER
case, for it has the
the
great
to an appropriation bill had a
your
di
jyepepela
will
Tablets
make
before it and therefore-thTHIS 8EA80N.
Championship of territory at stake
tendency to bring the warring factions evidence
bouse should accept toe majority re gestion pert ict and prevent dyspepsia Dance after game.
.
together.
sympdisagreeable
and
its
attendant
port
toms. You can safely eat anything at
The democrats of the senate, accordA
Mr. Turner explained his vote by any time, if you take one of these tabA. F. Howell will appear In readings
ing to an assurance from some of their saying
burden of proving that lets afterward. Sold by all druggists from "Eben Holden" at Congregational
that
the
earnest' statehood advocates, will not Mr. Holland is not entitled to bis seat
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents. church, Thursday evening, February
filibuster against the program, al- rests upon Mr.
and that to his Money refunded if you are not satis- 12. We are able to secure this talented
though no general understanding ex- mind he would McCash
violate his oath if he lied. Send to us for a free sample. Impersonator as he Is en route to the Seats on sale Wednesday, January 6,
ists in the matter, as some of the de- were to vote to unseat Mr. Holland V. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. coast
for a series of engagements. Re at Mat son's Book and Stationary
tails are not yet settled.
without sufficient evidence. Not suffl I. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H. Brlggs served seats at H. E. Fox's store.
Store.
It is probable that the new state clent exldence had been offered to seat Co.
made from Arizona and New Mexico Mr. McCash. Mr. Holland had been
will be named Arizona, as that is re- given no chance to refute the reoent
garded as more euphonious name evidence.
whereas there has been considerable
The majority report was adopted by
objection to the first part "new."
a vote of 14 to 8.
The arrangement contemplates put
The speaker declared Mr. Holland's
ting the capital at Santa Fe, which seat vacant and Mr. McCash entitled
It'is not necessary to put your hand in the water.
would be a concession to New Mexico to It.
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
It is said that a bill embodying this
Messrs. Cristobal Sanchez, Gutierrez
Call and see them
Idea has already been drawn, and that and Ktlpatrlck were appointed a com
it may also provide for a division of mlttee to escore Mr. McCash to the bar
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
the new state when it has a population of the house where the oath of office
of 300,000 people, each of the present was administered by Speaker Mon
Write us for prices
toya.
territories becoming states.
Indian Territory May Be Added to
The house adjourned until Thursday
Oklahoma.
forenoon at. 10 o clock.
It Is understood that some plan Is on
foot as to Oklahoma, whereby Indian
HE WAS ASLEEP.
Territory will eventuaiy be added to it
In the parleys about a compromise, It Tramp Wraps Around Him the Amer
ican Flag and Goes to Sleep. is said that the idea of adding Indian
Territory to the new state of Oklahoma
Professor Decker, of the Fourth
in 1907 has been earnestly pressed.
ward school made a patriotic discovery
Senator Quay yesterday gave notice, yesterday morning as he entered the
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
in a meeting of the agricultural com cloak room to hang up his hat. Great
tulttee, that he might have some modi was bis surprise when he saw seated
113-115-11- 7
Albuquerque, New Blexico
South
Street
ficatlon to make in his proposed in the corner a well
developed
amendment to the agricultuarl appro- - specimen of the picturesque American
Glolte-IX-mocra- t,

.......

DEADLY RUNAWAY

.

I

AGENCY" we have secured the agency for the cele
brated "GUNN" Sectional Book Oases, and are now carry
ing a eample asaortment. They can be bought any size
sired-- aa
inany sections as needed. We have them in Gol
den Oak or Mahogany and are prepared to quote prices

O.W. STRONG & SONS

4444c.

y

GROSS, KELLY&CO.
(Incorporated)

WoolHides, Pelts
We handle

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

TERRITORIAL

LAWMAKERS

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M EAST LAC
;3t2
VEGAS. N. M. AND GLOR.

20-l-

I

ff

r

Telephone.

INDIGESTION

J I

-

Company of Forty!

:

Prices SO, 75 and SI

Eagle PJlop Wringers

-

.....WHITNEY
first

CO.....

v

COPYK
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Morel Looks BestI Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical 1 Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

ADVERTISE

IN

THE

HI

DAILY

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, drain
and Provisions.
Car lot a apcclalty .

I
1

Carrte

the Laif aat
riart Bitoulvt

mm

StapIeOroceriea
foaod ..uthwMt.

FARfl AND FREIQHT WAGONS.
Railroad Avenue

Albuuueruue
BUGGIES
CARRIAGES
SPRING WAGONS
Old

Hickory Farm Wagons

.

MOWERS

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...
Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

ETA, N. M.

IF YOU ARE A STRANGER
lc a strange land and need a doctor,
do you ring the first doctor's bell you
see, or make careful inquiry? If you
had to furnish the doctor's instruments for an operation you would see
that they were of a good make, strong
and sharp. How about drugs, the pre
scriptions, you long for him. to effect
a cure with? You can't Judge the quality of these, but must depend upon
the druggist's reputation. We are not
the "only druggists," but think our reputation will bear scrutiny.

COLOMBO HALL
SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 7.

.

K. C. Baking Powder,

AND RAKES

HARNESS and SADDLES

i

Our Prices Prove a Saving to Tou.
Special

Attention Given to Out of
Town Trade.
Write Us.

J. K0RBER & CO.

'

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILV CIT1ZKN THURSDAY FEBUUAU
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Tho Groceries you buy here Are just right.
Tho Lest quality at a fair price.

V

i
i

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Q
O

J A.
5

HOiNEY TO LOAN

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
llemember tho place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

j

J. MALOY,

oc

214 W. Railroad Ave

FINE FURNITURE

woman as
WANTED A
housekeeper.
Inquire at 216 Railroad avenue.
WANTED Few experienced coal dig
gers at Carthage coal mines. Address A. H. Hilton, San Antonio,
middle-age-

chance now offered by Futrelle & Co.,
to buy the highest grade pieces at
special prices, much below the usual
rates. We want your trade, cash or
time. See our new line of carpets.

West En J Vladuci
i
Cor. 8econd 8treet and Gold Avenue
FOR THE EPICURE

there's nothing

will make his eyes
light up with pleasurable anticipation
like a fine, thick, juicy and presuma
bly tender beefsteak. We cater sat
isfactorfly to the requirements of the
connoisseur perforce can please ev
ery else in anything, everything and
all things in the meat line. Let Us
please yon.

Wm. Farr
Decorative Effect
la a most important factor in the
jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
Our rings,
tasteful settings.
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only in jewelry of the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T,
and S. F. P. Railroads.
.

F.

& S.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All kinds
of

fresh end salt meats

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTOftY.'

KMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BUTXDIN8.

N. THIRD 8TBFW

OTTDorp

tz

SILVER

PRESCRIPTIONS
LIGHT.

liernia
milk Comtoit.

o pressure oa

Hips or Dark.
o undent rapt.
,'ever move.

THE ST.
Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

120 W. Railroad

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Large, nicely furnished
room, bath connections; to gentleman or gentleman and wife; close
in; 511 West Marquette avenue.
FOR RENT Five-roobrick cottage
and stable, clean and well arranged;
rent reasonable to right parties. . H.
N. Packert, 901 Eighth avenue.
FOR RENT Desk room at 112 North
Second avenue. D. J. Rankin.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light housekeeping, 622 West Railroad avenue. Inquire in the brick
part.
,

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE From one to 1U0 hives of
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189;
can alBO inquire of J. L. Altheimer.
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
throughout; close to business center
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this
office.

FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The
,
N. M.

At the Woman's Exchange you can
get fresh home made bread every day.
Rye, graham, whole wheat, oatmeal
bread always on hand. Tuesday and
Thursday salt rising bread. On Wednesday meat pies. Every Saturday
Boston brown bread and baked beans.
A full stock of health foods always In
stock. 323 Second street. Bell 'phone
A15.

Mr. W.

V.

Cur;-

Fres Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Sole

Parts

-,

writes, Sept. 10th. liU: . had been
suffering several years with a cancel
on my face, which, pave me great an
noyance and unbearable itching. I was
using Ballard's Snow Liniment for a
sore leg. and through an accident. 1
rubbed some of the liniment on the
cancer, and as it gave me almost instant relief, 1 decided to continue to
use the liniment on the cancer. In a
short time the cancer came out, my
face healed up and there Is not the
slightest senr loft. 1 have Implicit
faith in the merits of this preparation,
and it cannot be too highly recommended." 25c 60c and $1.00. For sale
by Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
Will Defend Championship.

Los Angeles, Feb.
The colored
heavyweight championship, now securely held by "Denver Ed" Martin by
virtue of the severe trouncing he administered to Bob Armstrong, the only
other colored fighter who made any
pretense to the title at that time, will
be defended by Martin here tonight
In a go with Jack Johnson. Up to a
short time ago Johnson was compara
tively unknown, but his recent vic
tories over more experienced fighters
has led his admirers to believe that he
Is a "comer." At all events, they are
sure of his ability to make a game
showing against Martin, even though
he does not obtain the decision.
5.

North Third Street

ALBUQUERQUE

SHEFT AND METAL WORKS
T. O. AHES, Proprlettr.
Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and

Iron Work to Order

STREET

Sheet'

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

Trince Ohm. the Chlire; prtnre Imperial, who lately visltrd President
lUiosrvelt at his country place at
Hay, tva recently extenii e!y entertained in Itrnsscl hy the city father. I aj the San Kran iro Argonaut. !nt he pin sure of li is tt ay I lie re
was marred by the monotonous music
which was played In bU honor every- 3
where he went, whether vtitimr build-inR- .
monuments, museum or dining q
and review inc. After awhile, it is
said, it jarred no on his nerves that
he aked his interpreter to inquire 1
what the composition was. "The Chinese National Anthem," was the reply of the somewhat surprised burgo- !H
master of Brussels, Mr. l)e Mot. "Hut
we have none," wis the response made
by the royal puest to the embarrassment of the entourage. It feems that
a wily European some years apn composed n sort of tnm-tnn- i.
with an accompaniment, and called it the "Chinese National Anthem." This the gnll-ilil- e
c ity fathers hare
used on all occasions when Chinese dignitaries were
Iwinjr cntertuinrd. Tt remained, however, for Prince Chen to expose the
composer, who bad already made a
neat littl sum out of hit composition.
1

I

i

j

THE OYSTER INDUSTRY.

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU

Ottf Tw4t

aat4

trr

..COMPETITION.
We simply will not bt beaten
In prices by any Carpet store in

,

-

this week only our complete line of Ladies'
Purses, Pocket Books and Bill Books. Now
isthetimetobuy-3- 5
to 60 per cent discount

.

H. O'Rielly & Co.

::r PRESCRIPTION

OldPhone 188

nnnnniTs

-

New Phone 216

JS

5
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one-hal-

;

BAP AND CLUB ROOMS
riNEST WHISKIES.

a' PORTED a DOMESTIC WIN
A COGNAC
Coolest and Highs it Grade of Lager aery ad.
'
Finett and Eest Imported and Domestic- - Cigar
I

)h

:
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FURNITURE
at

L1VINQ PRICES
EXTRA BARGAINS

IN

Iron Beds, Springs
and Mattresses
AND ESPECIALLY IN

Charter Oak Ranges
Crockery.

Qranlte-wai-

e

and Tinware
til'1
.11...

EASY PAYMENTS.
New and Second Hand Goods,' Bought,

Sold and Exchanged.

Borradailei& Co.
117 GOLD AVENUE.

'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00
.$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
AB. McMillan.

IIIMIMIIIMMMIMIIHa

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

Cut.it,

One of tha unmarried women in diplomatic circles at Washington is
Countess Marguerite Cassini, the accomplished niece of the Kustian am-baadr, who is a countess in her
own right, not by heredity, but by special grace of the czar, and a curious
story is told of the manner in which
she won her title. It
when Count
Cassini had his fateful conference with
Li Hung Chang at Peking, long before
the Iloxer trouble. The count's interpreter wss SMiiy, for Li's rsll was unexpected, snd ss the Chinese statesman could not speak Russian and the
Kustian diplomat did not understand
Chines
the conference came to a
deadlock. Tim count's niece, who had
picked up something of the language,
stepped into the breach aud the affair
was arranged to the taliif action of
empress
both parties. The Chines
losded her with presents, the czar's
government made a note of the service
performed, and 'when there was a
question a couple of jears ago of the
jmr.g lady's, precedence at Washington, where the count wis thru ambassador, the car himself counfounded
her rivals by making her a oountess.
This was something like rapid promo
tion for the lady.
ts

will

Interest every clothing buyer

winter stock out of the house

If

In

town.

I

prices will do

am bound to' movt my
it Can't tell you much

about It here, but

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW;

su

SELLING OUT AT COST!

"t

QUIOKEL & BOTHE. PronrietoM

cor-ectio-

p

x

ZEIGER CAFE

j

e

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

town.
It's a matter of pride with us,
as well as of business and
money making, to sell a low as
anyone, and we glvs better value
for th same money. Large buy.
Ing, large selling tells the talc of
our success.
We have Ingrain Carpets from
25c per yard upwards.
Brussells Carpets from 50 e per
yard upwards.

Caaada.

Nineteen states and Canada lave
within a few years, boosted the oj-tindustry from something over five
billion bivalves annually to a production of over twelve billion. At the
average retail price of
f
cent
per oyster, it will be seen that it probus at least $60,000,000 per
ably cos-tyear to indulge iu the luscious sea
fruit, particularly when moat of ut
have to pay 2 cents for a "stew" or
"shell" of six oysters, ssys Harper's
Weekly.
Delaware bay, by the way.hasappar-- '
ently wrested the oyster champion'
ship for production from Chesapeake
bay. Therein the oyster grounds cover
over 220 square miles, engage over
600 veaiela and employgover 7,000 men.
Every acre of Delaware oysters is estimated to pay an annual profit of SflQ,
so your Delaware oyster farmer sniffs
contemptuously at bis brother of the
ox and the hay. Thecapital of this industry is fitly called Rivalve, with
Venetian streets, all debouching on
water fronts, wharf Ifiwd, and covered with steel rails hy railways which
wrest what traffic they can from the
sail and steam craft.

n

Our Prices Crush

uumnmin xxt txtxtira im

nillloa ItlvalTea
a Year la TkU Cava

f-o-

La

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Goods.

H

For over Sixty Years.
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslow'a Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by millions of mothers for their children
while teething with-- perfect success.
It soothes the child, fcoftens the gums,
allays all pain, cures'' wind colic, and
is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drugGOOD OLD ARMY BEABS.
gists in every part 0 the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value As Prcaarad hj the Eiterl Military
Is Incalculable. Bel mire and ask for
'Chet," Tar Art s Moat rOa . .
Mrs. Winslow's 8oornlng" Syrup, and li..
table Foot,
take no other kind.'
"Beans are the soldiers' mainstay,"
says Thomas P. Dillon, a retired UnitCharities and Correction.
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 5. Numerous ed States cavalry officer, according to
delegates and other visitors are at- t he Philadelphia Record. '"The Amertending the seventh annual Nebraska ican soldier, at a pinch, csn equal the
n,
performance of an Arab on a handful
conference of charities and
which opened here today and will con- of dried dates be can ride and fight
tinue through tomorrow. In addition all day on a mere handful of beans,
to the visitors a large number of local properly prepared. There is nothing
citizens are taking an active nlterest to equal the array baked bean. Your
in the proceedings and the conference celebrated 'Doston baked' are but a
gives promise of being highly success- poor imitation of the succulent articU
ful. Several authorities of wide prom- turned out by a regular army cook,
inence have been secured to address 'there's an art in cooking them that nothe conference, and questions relating body but an armyon man can. ever acservice when for
to the care of the helpless, dependent quire. I've been
and criminal elements will be discuss- a week at a time our menu consisted of
beaus for breakfast, beans for dinner
ed in all their phases.
and beans for supper; and did the
troopers tire of th
mouotonyT
Cured Consumption.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Clearwater, Kan., Not a bit of it. They ssng for more,
writes: My husband lay sick for three and in spite of hard work and lack of
months; the doctors stated he had variety at mess the fellows actually
quick consumption. We procured a got fat. That demonstated to me tha
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup nutritive quality of beans, and I made
and it cured him. That was six years it a point to get into the good graces
ago, and since then we always kept a of
the rook and learn how to baka
bottle in the bouse. We cannot do them.
It isn't tuch an elaborate procwithout it. For coughs and colds, it ess,
but there's a trick in doing it
has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1.00 bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. right. My friends are sll fond of besns
the wsy 1 cook them, and many a time
Ruppe.
I've been asked for tha recipe, but
Ben Davis apples, 4 (Mb. box $1.00.-SA- N that's a. thing I don't give away to
JOSE MARKET.
everyone. You see, people enjoy a
dikh all the better when they know it's
W. L. Brackctt.
something that not everybody can get
the new blacksmith on Copper avenue, up. It might take some of the rest
between Second and Third avenues, awsy if they could say of my bean:
guarantees perfect satisfaction on 'J know how to make them.' "
every horse shod and every buggy and
wagon repaired. Has just received a
KNOWLEDGE WAS POWIR,'
new rubber tiring machine. Give him
a trial and you will never go elsewhere Haw Faatlllarltr with Ik a Cklaese
for anything in bis line of work.
Laaaa Ma4a Waasast

J. H. 0'RIELLY & CO.j

H

Oy-st- rr

II,

stents for San Antonio Lime.
of the City.

j

FAB n

ALBERT

Ra-

Got Tired of It.

Prickctt. hmlthfield, Ills.,

Qoods.
MODORS.

Wat Orntf4 rrlth tha "CnlaM
tional Allium" t'atil Ha

j

Afe, Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Oraln.
Imported French and Italian

DEALERS IN

315 SECOND

1

"The Telephone Girl."
"The Telephone Girl," a New York
Casino gem, set to the dantiest music,
the score by Gustav Kerker, that acknowledged wizard of the baton, the
book by Hugh Morton, who, In collaboration with Mr. Kerker, has written
many of the best musical comedies
produced In the past few years, nota- -

R001
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PRINCE CHEN WAS JARRED.

i

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES AND

!

ELMO

S1KPLE AND CLUB

339-34-

AlbuQuerque,

Mutual Telephone 43.
No. Mj West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

COOL.

Em? to Wear.

WANTED An experienced cook for a
family of five. Inquire at 415 Second
avenue.
WANTED An experienced tree trimmer. 916 Second evenue.
WANTED A position to cook. Call
at 316 Third avenue.
WANTED A position with a chance
by a strong young man with business
abilities; no healthBeeker. Address
"H. & t.," this ofllce.
WANTED Agents with knowledge of
city trade; others may write; good
inducements to responsible parties.
Address Boyer Bitters Co.,
East Fifth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
WANTED Housekeeper and cook for
family of two. Apply 501 North
Second street.
WANTED Clean cotton rags for ma
chine purposes at The Citizen office
Price 4 cents per pound- WANTED Men to learn barber trade.
Free transportation to St. Louis,
New Orleans or San Francisco as we
have no college convenient; steady
practice, instructions, lectures, diplomas given graduates. This special
offer can only be had by writing
Moler Barber College Representative, Albuquerque, N. M.

Citl-sen-

TRUOG.

c

d

N. M.

Futrelle Furniture Co.

AMERICAN

Cancer

WANTED.

If you hare a bedroom to furnish,
either in whole or In part, you should
not fall to take advantage of the rare

Retains
Severest

Waenna and other ('hnttpla. nlnn nn
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Oue
to twelve months time is given.
Wliiout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GMT
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

FINE ROOMS

MAKES

organs, Ilorsrs,

On Furniture, l ianos.

K:r?ooooooKoeoeocoscoecicoeooooo
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Note All classified adverilsetuenu
or ra tt "liners." one cent a word for ,
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Buy classified advertisements, 15 cents.)
In order to Insure propor classification
all "liners ' should be left at this of
flee not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
PERSONAL PrtOPERTY LOANS.

-
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CLASSIFIED ADS.

JUST RIGHT

1. .. umL.
ITU n..:U rt V
Lady Slavey." "In Oa New York."an-"The Casino Girl," will h? soon at the
Colombo ball on Saturday nltrfct.
"The Telephone Girl" i exception
ally well written In fiat it Is adapted
to all tastes and plrasos all manner
it U one of
and k!nd of theater fm
the most Jolily, most Irresistibly funny
and furiously comical i ntertalnm?nts
now touring the country. This accounts In a great measure for Its continued popularity. T.iis season's com- pnny are made up of tatont who are
especially adapted to the parts assign
ed them, and who are noted for their
nbllity as clever entertainers. Among
the principals are Joe Kane, an excel
lent and original comedian, who is
playing the loading character; Pearl
Revare, James S. Devlin. EJitH Val
maseda, Alf Holt, Mamie Koogh, Geo.
Ebner, Ruby Marion. .lethro Warner,
Ruth Jordan, Maud Courtney, I.IIlle
Bernard and a host of bewitching chorus girls.

1903

$20 and

25

Suit for

$15.00

$16

and

$18

Suit for

H.50

$12

and

$15

Suit for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit for

0.00
7.00

$20

and $25 Overcoats for

1G.50

12.50
0.00

$18 Overcoats for
$12 and $15 Overcoats for

7...M.

MANDELL....

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.
stt :vriirrrB-ii-

)
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RICKETY CHILDREN.

Loose joints, bow legs, big
bead, and soft bones mean
rickets. It is atypical disease
for the best workings of Scott's
Emulsion.
For the weak bones Scott's
Emulsion supplies those
powerful tonics the hypophos-phitc- s.
For the loss of flesh
provides the
Emulsion
Scott's
r
oil.
nourishing
Scott's Emulsion corrects
the effects of imperfect nourishment and brings rapid improvement in every way to
rickety children.
cod-live-

Sample.
SenJ f r Fr
SCOTT A KW N t. Oitmuts. 4"9 Pearl St., N. Y.

GROSS

INEQUALITIES.

Ttis Territorial Board of Equalization
Makes Annual Report.
ONLY

FOUR COMPLETE

ROLLS.

The re port of tbe territorial board of
evaluation to Governor Otero Is replete with pertinent examples of variations in assessment and full of recommendation
for changes In existing
laws. Tbe board has met
and endeavored to equitably adjust
the taxes complained of, but at the out-Bof such work Is met with the difficulty that it can only act In cases
Where proper appeals are taken from
the different boards of county commissioners, when It is apparent upon the
face of the .tax rolls of the different
counties, that the property is not assessed la that county In an equal and
uniform manner, and In no two counties are the valuations on the same
kind of property the same. For instance, cgrk ultural lands vary from 81
cents valuation per acre in Otero county, to $13. So per acre in Taos county;
grazing lands from 20 cents per acre
In Taos county to $1.85 in Dona Ana
county.
The total assessed valuation of the
territory subject to tax in the year
1!02 is $38,fi?3.fl;i3, a net increase over
J!)01 of $1,656,945. The counties showing Increase of assessed valuation are:
Luna, $112,265; Sierra, $153,065; Otero,
$161,122; San Miguel, $562,428; Santa
Fe, $229,319; Union, $61,327; Chaves,
$193,078; Colfax. $84,772; Taos, $179,-08Socorro. $37,290; Mora, $18,393;
Dona Ana, $77,856; San Juan. $557;
Eddy. $200,329; Rio Arriba, $43,012;
Guadalupe. $212,151; or a total increase of $2,325,933.
The counties showing a decrease
are:
Valencia. $38,889; Lincoln, $2,419;
Grant. $281,092; McKinley, $221,722;
Bernalillo, $1 24 .205, or a total decrease
of $663,988.
Chaves, Grant, McKinley and Bernalillo counties alone sent in balanced
rolls accompanied by complete abstracts as required by law. The rolls
from the other counties were more or
less incorrect and some were in very
bad shape. . They were Incorrect not
only in the correct amount of assessed
valuation, but in the extension of territorial tax levies, which for 1902 was
certified to the different county boards
at 13.99 mills. Santa Fe county returned rolls with the territorial tax extended at 15 mills. Valencia at 17 mills and
Lincoln at 14.29. In eight counties the
summary exceeds the total of the different classifications and in seven counties the total value of different
exceeds the amount shown In
the summaries. Santa Fe and Rio a
counties returned no abstract,
The report states that a great deal
of property escapes taxation. For example, in 1901 Bernalillo county returned on valuation of horses $25,000,
and, as compared with the returns of
other counties for that year, this was
very low. For 1902, the return of Ber- semi-annuall-

classl-cation-

s

Ar-lib-

i
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A

LONG-FEL-

T

WANT.

It is Supplied at Last In Albuquerque.
people are often Irritable.
If you knew the reason, you would
not be surprised.
Ever have itching piles?
Not sick enough to go to bed; not
well enough o be content.
The constant itching sensation
Hard to bear; harder to get relief;
Spoils your temper, nearly drives
you crazy.
Isn't relief and cure a long-fel- t
want?
You ran have relief and cure If you
will follow the advice of a local citizen.
J. Johnston, machinist in the feanta
Fe R. R. shops, residence 705 South
First street, says: "When a man has
itching hemorrhoids commonly called
piles and be has to work every day tbe
annoyance becomes positively a plague
and be is more than anxious to get rid
of it. When Doau'B Ointment first
came to my notice 1 wrote to the manufacturers for a Ujx and used it as di-1
rected. It stopped the attacks.
have not the slightest hesitation in advising all residents of Albuquerque if
annoyed in any way with hemorrhoids
or piles to ko to the Alvarado Pharmacy, buy Dean's Ointment, take a
course of the treatment and the annoyance will cease."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name loan's and take
2
no other.
Good-nature-

nalillo county on horses is $6,000, a
falling off of over 75 per cent. The report says: "Either the stock has been
removed from the county, returned at
greatly reduced valuations or escaped
taxation."
Another evil which should be corrected is the placing of different valuations by county assessors and boards
of county commissioners of the different counties on property of like value.
To show how great this valuation Is
the value per acre on agricultural land
as fixed In the different counties Is
given:
Sierra, $5.79; Guadalupe, $8.05; Dona
Ana, $9.C5; Bernalillo, not given; Colfax, $5.06; Eddy. $6; Rio Arriba, no
data; Taos, $13.85; Mora. $9.47; Lin
coin, $10.12; Luna, $3.06; Otero, 81
cents; Chaves, $9.06; McKinley, $1.64;
Union, not reported; Santa Fe, no
data; Socorro, $10.25; San Miguel,
$4.88; Grant, $10.86; Valencia, $2.18;
San Juan, $11.92.
Valuation In different counties of the
same classes of property, other than
lands, differ as widely. For example,
Bernalillo county returns 1,200 head of
horses at $5 pr head, while San Miguel
county returns 3,889 head of horses at
$15 per head, more than three times as
ninny at three times the valuation.
The report refers to the action taken
bv the board tj make a raise on mer
chandise, city and town lots last year
on account of the valuation being so
palpably unju; t, unfair and Inequitable
and the decision by Judge McMillan
that the board had the right only to
assess property belonging to railroads,
telegraph, telepone and sleeping car
companies and no power whatever to
assess any other property except when
acting on appeals from the action of
the boards of county commissioners. It
is recommended the board be given
power to act as a board of review of
the action taken by the several boards
of county conmlssloners. The com
missioners now review tbe action of
the assessors and this board should
review their action on behalf of the
territory.
The report says: "It Is a lamentable
fact thit several of the larger counties
seem to vie with each other in reducing their present very inadequate assessment.
"This is no doubt primarily to avoid
their just share of territorial tax, and
while many of the smaller counties
make fair assessments and pay their
full proportion of the territorial tax,
this Is a great Injustice to them and
this board should be given by a proper
act full power in the premises to equalize and adjust the values so that each
and every county would contribute to
the support of the territory on the
same basis.
"This can work no hardship upon
any one and it is a mathematical proposition that the lower the assessment
the higher the rate for taxes. So much
money has to be raised for the payment of the public debt and the conducting of public affairs and in every
view a fair and equal valuation of
property throughout the territory Is
for the best interest of the taxpayer
the territory and we would earnestly ask the passage of a bill to
bring about these results, without
which this board has a false name and
its only real functions are to fix values
on certain corporate properties."
The report Is signed by J. S. Duncan
as chairman and Venceslao Jaramillo
as secretary.
Jlck headacne aDsoiureiy anl permanently cured by using Mokl Tea. A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation and indigestion, mal.es you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back. 25c and
50c. Write to W. II. Hooker & Co., Buf
falo, N. Y., for free sample. J. H.
Oltlelly & Co. and B. 11. BWggs &
Co.

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Capitol Custodian Committee.
The Capitol custodian committee
held its regular monthly meeting at the
capitol Monday. There were present
Capt. Solomon Splegelberg, Solicitor
General E. L. Bartlett and Land Commissioner A. A. Keen, secretary. Bills
for the past month were audited and
approved. The question of purchasing
a smoke consumer for the furnace of
the capitol building was considered
and It is likely such a contrivance will
be purchased.
The Territorial Land Board.
The territorial land board consisting
of Governor Otero, Solicitor General
E. L. Bartlett and Land Commissioner
A. A. Keen, was in session Monday.
Over 10,000 acres of land was disposed
of to applicants at a very handsome
advance over previous prices. This is
situated In western Valencia county,
railroad.
south of the Atlantic-PacifiThe board was also In session Tuesday
afternoon.
c
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Qold Avenue.
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Hundreds

ESTATE

People Are Slowly Sinking
the Clutches of the "Great White
Death" Consumption.
of

A

COLUMN

Into
r,.

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
Money to Loan on uooa Real Estate
Security at Lew Rates of

A

Interest

They Do Not Seem to Realize That the Gradual Loss of
Appetite and Flesh, the Tired Feeling:, the Nervousness, the Bright Eyes, the Flushed Cheeks,
the Feverish Condition, and Slight
Cough is the Dread Consumption.

WM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proprietors.
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

FREE PACKAGE CONTAINING SUFFICIENT
TO
CONVINCE
THE
MOST SKEPTICAL SENT PREPAID TO ALL WHO WRITE
DON'T DELAY BUT SEND NAME AND ADDRESS TODAY.

lihnn 1 n oi.i TU. ....
Residence New Phone 153

u

r.n

...J. W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

Office and Parlors

....III

SECOND AVENUE.,

I

Open Day and Night.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper bvenue

MM

j

w"m&

Horses and Mulos bought and exchang
ed. Livery, Said, Feed and
TDsfer Stablos
BEST TURNOUTS

THE

IN

CITY

Address W. L. TRIMBLE fc CO,
Albuquerque. N. M.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

IN THE CITY.
MEALS, 25c.

MEALS
REGULAR

Short Order at Any Price.

P. Parenti & Co.,
DEALERS
DR. D. P. YONKERiviAN, The Discoverer of Tuberculozyne, Endorsed
State Officials, and Great Medical Men of all the World as the

All kinds of repairing

Only Cure For Consumption.
Don't doctors here and they pronounced my
Don't die of consumption.
make the mistake that hundreds of case 'Quick' Consumption. They said
others are making and that has al- they could do nothing for me. I was
ready filled thousands of graves with failing very fast and was confined to
the very flower of the youth of this bed. I could not Bpeak above a whiscountry. The dread "White Death" is per. 1 could not stand on my feet or
stalking about the land more deadly sit up in lied ten minutes at a time.
than small pox, more malignant than The doctors said I could live only a
diphtheria, more contagious than scar- few days as I had 'Quick Consumplet fever. It is the most dreadful and tion. On February 24, I commenced
most dreaded disease known. Fatal taking your Tuberculozyne (Yonker-man- )
as leprosy, it is m rommm almost as
and in seven days time I was
a cold. You ride, walk, talk and laugh able to sit up and in a month I was
every day witn friends by whose side out and have been gaining rapidly ever
stands the grim spectre "Consump- since. I lost 2(1 pounds In weight
tion." Slowly, patiently, but untiring- which I have now regained. I know
ly and unceasingly death gaiters them your Tuberculozyne saved my life and
in. As the face grow thinner, the once I hope this may reach many other sufquick step lags, the lithe form becomes ferers and inducn tlwm to use your
bent and stiff as the dread disease de- medicine that it may cure them too."
HENRY E. MARCH.
vours the blood of its victim. Slowly
Mr. James Hoylan,. of Kalamazoo,
and surely the deadly consiunptiou
"Tuberculozyne (Yonkerman)
consumes that bouse of mortal day, says:
and In a few weeks oir at mosC a few hag cured me completely of consumpmonths the i:i ar one Is laid away in tion.
"Three years ago I contracted a
the cold ground and the grim spectre
stalks on to linger by another's side, cough and a cold thai hung on and
always grasping, always insatiable, al- that I could not break tip. I had hemways athirst for a victim's blood. The orrhages and four physicians or this
figures of the deaths by consumption eity pronounced my cae consumption
In this country are simply appalling. A of tbe lungs and advised me to go
slight cold, a little fever, an annoying South, as they thought it might procough then the coffin and shroud and long my life a little. I continued to
grow worse until I was very weak and
mourners.
There is a positive care for con- bad to quit work. I thought my case
sumption. It has been tested time and hopeless but was persuaded to take
Tuberculozyne and today I am as well
again on the very deathbed of
It has been given to the as ever and able to work at my trade
dying as they lay gasping for breath (tailor) every day. I hve gained 18
and struggle as it might, the demon ponnds and am Increasing In weight
Consumption was throttled and van- and Dr. Yonkerman cured me."
Tuberculozyne cures in a few weeks
quished by the marvelous remedy dis
the most desperate cases and it cures
covered by Dr. Derk P. Yunkerman.
Doctor Y'onkerman receives hun- quicker and forever the milder cases
dreds of letters like the following that are just starting. The doctor enjoys his great work. He has cured
every week.
thousands already this year. He wants
Vicksburg. Mich., July lio. Iot.
"Having had so many inquiries to send his marvelous remedy to every
about my case, I take the liberty of for- sufferer in this broad land and he will,
warding to you this history of my ill- to any one vim sends name and adness, hoping it may reach a large num- dress, send a free trial package that is
ber of sufferers. I was taken ill last convincing of the great power of his
August with a dry, harsh cough. At remedy over the King of Disease
the end of three weeks I commenced Consumption. Write today to Dr. Derk
to raise pus and mucus and suffered P. Yonkerimm, H77 Shakespeare
from high fevers and night sweats. I j lildg Kalamazoo, Mich., and be cured
had my sputum examined by the bestwhil there is yet time.
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Staple and Fancy Groceries
Street.
Butter Best on
Earth.

214 South Second

Creamery

Illlsboro

Free Delivery

Orders Solicited.

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per

ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

Sx-L-

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
Telephones:

Automatic,

41S

and

267; Bell, 45.

ELECTRIC
LIGHTED
TRAINS
Are operated by tho

Between

(

TEXAS
And the

j

and

Sasfi

Between

f

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
I

'

j k.

North

and

West

Between

OKLAHOMA

The ICEBERG
Railroad Avsnue.

And the

North

212 W.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigar
patrons and frieuds cordially invti
td to visit "The iceberg." Lunch it
served every day.
STEVE BALLING.
Proprietor,

Co.
's

4

,i ,

Pratt &

Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.

l.v. t X.I. 114

-r

1903

1882

..rut

"

I'nrileul
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R, R. Ave.

North
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neatly

done best material used. Courteous treatment
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BOOTS AND SIIOF8
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All
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and
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East

cars, under the
Harvev. Euuiivnl best design.

cafe
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of tha latest

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street,
FOR RENT
brick, on South
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market: $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern Improvements; S
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms In good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place:
frame house, corner Third street
and Baca avenue; price, $1,600.
FOR SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
and
in every respect; 8
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Bluher system, on corner.
Price, $3,600.
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, near shops; lots 60x142
feet. Price, $1,100.
FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
Hazeld'ne avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 4 lots ccrner Lead avenue ar.d Fiitt street.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
00x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on installments If purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
Is In a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Oood lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
with bath room, furnished; in Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $00., balance on Installments
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
and all modern Improvements, In a
fine location. Price, $6,500.
FOR
The Kimball place, on
Twelfth street: 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Priee, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tijeras roaa
and Marquette avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
bricK uouse, with all modern improvement and will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE
orick house near
shops, with good stable and other improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR fciAi.i
Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE
frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boarding house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops.
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
50x142 feet; $1,500.
FOR SALE
house, North Second street; 2 lota for $1,100.
FOR SALE Brick house,
with
2 lots, south postoffice, at a bargain.
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
brick house and stable, modern improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 room
Gool location; cheap.

The

Citizen

Job
Office

five-roo-

...Undertaker and Embalmer...

Subscribe for Tbe Cituen.

a

1903

The Union DUNBAR'S
Market
Wt
GonsiamiptiorB
REAL

The North

Q
Nothing will be Liore appreci- O ated by your wife or girl than one O
O of those beautiful black dref pat- - O
O terns.
Prices to suit your purse. O
O
LION STORK.

:

Don't Die of

A Weak Stomach
causes a weak lody and invites disease. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures and
strengthens the stomach, and wards off
and overcomes disease. J. 11. Taylor, a
prominent merchant of Chrlesman,
Texas, says: "I could not eat because
of a weak stomach. I lost all strength
and run down in weight. All that
Pole
money could do was done, but all hope
of recovery vanished. Hearing of some
FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS
wonderful cures effected by use of
Kodol, I concluded to try It. The first
bottle benefited me, and after taking Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.
four bottles I am fully restored to my
CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
usual strength, weight und health." U.
II. Brings Si Co., and S. Yann 4i Son.
213 South Second Street.
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The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders

for

custo-

out-of-to-

mers given special

attention.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand

m!aiaj,r3il 83tat

e

and loan blanks,
five cents each.

These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.
jsV

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work"
than The Citizen
does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZENis
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
I Binding
Books, magazines,
pamphlets, c a t a
logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction

--

guaranteed.

We
Never
Disappoint

-

E. H DUNBAR.

e a yaws swe'&ewss sra $"o 3 0 5 0

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAtIA CiTlZfcN TIll'KSDAY
Gel Your

PAINFUL PERIODS

Ul&tcr Salt

arc vercotne ty Lyilla K. Pink- bain s Vegetable Compound.

Made

at

WILLIAM

GLEASNER
THE TAILOR
216

SOUID

1- -3

Second St.
AIDaqucrquc
DEVOE'S

HEADY

- MIXED

PAIN

One Gallon covert jwo 8quar
TWO C0AT8

Mis

Feet

Menarllic-I- curc,l nftcr

falll to
J. yd la K.

tors

bor.

IMnVhrtTn's

doc-

Vege-

Compound cure! me nitfr
doctors htvl fiiW, aivl I want
table)

other giris lo know about it During menstruation I suffered most
intense pain low in the abdomen
and in my limbs. At other times I
had ft liestvy, depressed feeling
which mado my work seehi twice
as hard, and I grew palo and thin.
Tho medicine tlio doctor gave me
did not do me one bit of good, nnd
I was thoroughly discouraged. The
doctor wanted mo to stop work, but,
of course, I could not do that. I
finally began to take Lydia E.

"

I

Pinkhnm's Vegetable Compound

and felt beiterafter taking the first
bottle, and after taking nix bottles
I was entirely cured, and am now
in perfect health, and I am so grateful for it." Miss Gkoroik Menard,
537 E. 152nd .St., New York City.

$5000 forfeit If original if aboot letter proving
genulnenete cannot oe produced.

8e the Price See the Good.
8ingle buggy harness 95.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc

Thos F. Keleher
Mbuquerquo

406 Railroad Ave

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
H3W West Railroad Avenue.

PIONEER BAKERY
8IMON BAuLING, Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding :Oake
B07

:a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N.

Lydia E. Pinkham'g Vegetable
Compound cures female Ills when
all other means have failed.

Minnesota Y. M. C. A.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 5. The members of the Minnesota Young Men's
Christian association have every reason to be proud of their twenty-nintannual state convention, which will be
in session here during the remainder
of the week. Delegates have been arriving today from every city and town
of the state where the organization has
obtained a foothold and it Is expected
tn at several hundred visitors will be
on hand when the convention begins
its real work tomorrow morning. In
then Central Presbyterian church this
evening there will be a rousing welcoming demonstration.
Among tho men of national prominence to address the convention are
Governor Cummins, of Iowa; President
Sallmon, of Carleton college; Walter
M. Parsons, field secretary of the international committee; C. J. Hicks, of
New York, senior railway secretary of
the International committee, and L.
Wilbur Messer, general secretary, of
Chicago.
h

SPLIT, BRITTLE, DULL HAIR.
M.

From Dandruff, Which Is
Caused by a Germ.
Split hair, harsh hair, lusterleBs hair,
J.
Dealer In
brittle hair, falling hair all owe their
origin to dandruff, which Is caused by
a measly little microbe that burrows
into the scalp, throwing up the cuticle
into dandruff scales and sapping the
206 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE vitality of the hair at the root, causing
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the several diseased conditions of the
hair till it finally falls out. Modern
science has discovered a remedy to destroy the dandruff microbe, which is
HOTEL CLAIRE...
combined in Newbro's Herpiclde and
may be had of any druggist.
Allays
SANTA FE, N. M
Itching instantly and makes hair soft
as silk. Take no substitute; nothing
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
"Just as good."
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
luc In stamps for sample to ihe HerBATHS AND
SANITARY
piclde Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
& Co., special agents.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
CHESS AT MONTE CARLO.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
Play Will Commence Tomorrow MornPLAN- ing in International Tourney.
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Monte
Carlo, Feb. 5. During the
Proprietor and Owner.
next ten days this famous resort will
be the cynosure of all eyes In the chess
world, for here are gathered the greatest chess masters of Europe and AmerRailroad Time Tables ica to compete In the third annual International tournament. The honor of
America will be upheld In the tournament by PiUslmry and Delmar. The
other competitors will include the famous experts Lasker, Tarrasch and
Mleses of Germany, Moreau and
of France; Burn and Teich-man- ,
of Great Britain; Maroczy and
Marco, of Austria, and Tschigorin and
Schiffers, of Russia.
The play will commence In the
Casino at 10 o'clock tomorrow morniln Effect Nov. 1, 1902.)
ing. An Important change in the rules
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m. governing the two previous tourneys at
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m. this place i8 the valuation of drawn
No. S, California Limited. .. .10:50 u.m. games. Instead of being replayed as
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
before, a draw will dispose of that parNo. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m. ticular game and will be counted as
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
point
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m. retiring player for each. In case any
has failed to complete
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
of his schedule, the games acNo. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m
tually played by him will be cancelled.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm-- Otherwise his score wnl stand and his
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
remaining games be forfeited in due
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m. course.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m
A
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m. by large prize fund has been provided
the Casino management and promiLEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8: IS p.m. nent patrons of tne game In Europe
Nr, 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m. and America. Of the total amount
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
francs together with an object of
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
art will go to the winner of the tourney
and No. .1 from the west.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited and 2,500 francs to the player finishing
second. In case of a tie between the
and they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99. going south, two leaders the money cannot le divided, but must instead be played for
carries passengers.
in a supplementary match of two
F. h. MYERS, Agent.
All Come

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

01K99m

one-hal-

one-thir-

f

games up to break the tie. The remainder of the fund, 7,230 francs, will
be divided among the rest of the players in proportion to their respective
scores at the close. The men with the
six highest scores will also receive
medals or diplomas of honor.
Special prizes have been donated as
follows: Prince Dadlan, of Mingrella,
two prizes of 250 francs each for the
prettiest games; Baron Albert de Rothschild, of Vienna, two prizes of 300 and
200 francs respectively, for the best
games ending with announced mates;
Capt. A. S. Beamont. of London, 250
francs to be distributed at the discretion of tho committee: Isaac L. Rice,
of New York, 250 francs for the best
game played with the Rice gambit.
Though the European contestants
form a formidable array it is not unreasonable to believe that the Americans have at least an even chance of
winning. Many are of the opinion that
Pillsbury and Tschigorln will be the
two rivals for first honors, and that
the struggle Is bound to narrow down
to a duel between America and Russia.
For Higher Commercial Training.
Ann Arlor, Mich., Feb. 5. Higher
commercial education is the goal aimed
at by several score of eminent educators and prominent business and professional men who are gathered here
to take part In a national conference
under the auspices of the Michigan
Political Science association. The sessions will continue through the remainder of the week and the matter
will be discussed from all viewpoints.
At the initial session this evening
President Arthur Hill, of the Michigan
Political Science association will preside and the visitors will be welcomed
by President Angell, of the University
of Michigan. The address of the evening will be delivered by President
James, of Northwestern
university,
who will take as his subject, 'Recent
Tendencies in Education as a Result of
Social and Industrial Change."
Tendency of the Times.
The tendency of medical science is
toward preventive measures. The best
thought of the world Is being given to
the subject. It Is easier and better to
prevent than to cure. i. has been fully
demonstrated that pneumonia, one of
the most dangerous diseases that medical men have to contend with, can
be prevented by the use of Dr. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Pneumonia
always results from a cold or from an
attack of Influenza (grip), and it has
been solved that this remedy counteracts any tendency of these diseases toward pneumonia. This baa been fully
proven in many thousands of cases
in which this remedy has been used
during the years, and can be relied
upon with Implicit confidence. Pneumonia often results from a slight cold
when no danger is apprehended until
it Is suddently discovered that there
is fever and difficulty In breathing and
pains In the chest, then it is announced
that the patient has pneumonia. Be on
the Bafe side and take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy as soon as the cold Is
contracted. It always cures. For sale
by all druggists.
o

Saturday Night.
The only appearance here this season of the brightest gem from the New
York Casino successes, "The Telephone Girl," will be on Saturday night
at the Colombo hall. Of the merit of
this musical comedy as a laugh producer much can be expected. It Is
heralded as the best of Hugh Morton
and Gnstave Kerker's many successes
In this field, an assertion that has
been proven truthful inasmuch as It
has been a most pronounced "go" all
over the country. The acting company supplied by the management is undoubtedly no small factor in the success of "The Telephone Girl," for the
names submitted are of players who
are known to give a good account of
themselves In this line of the amusement business. Among those are Joe
Kane, as "Hans Nix," an excellent and
crlginal comedian who Is playing the
leading character; Edith Valmaseda,
Alf Holt, Pearl Revare, James Devlin,
George Ebner, Mamie Keogh, Milton
Coming

n
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Syrup

ill
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of fugs

best family laxative

Beauty is woman' greatest charm. Tb
world adores beautiful women. A prettj
woman dreads maternity fur fearof losing
this power. What can be done to perpetuate the race and keep women beautiful i
There is a balm used by cultured and un
cultured women in the crisis Husbands
ihould investigate this remedy in ordei
to reassure their wives as to the ease
with which children can be boro and
beauty of form and figure retained

Mother's
Friend
the name by
this preparation

which
is
known. It diminishes the pain allied to
motherhood. Used throughout pregnancy
it relieves morning sickness, cures sore
breasts, makes elastic all tendons called
anon to bold the expanding burden
Muscles soften and relax under its influence and the patient anticipates favorably
the issue, in the comfort thus bestowed.
Mother's Friend is a liuiment for
application.
It is gently rubbed
sver the parts so severely taxed, and being
ibsorbed lubricates all the muscles.
Dmpgists sell it for f per bottle You
nay have our book notherhood" free,
Is

1

tag

BIAOFIEIO REGULATOR CO., All. AM

A,

6A.

after-effect- s.

It contains the laxative principles of plants.

It contains the carminative principles of plants.
It contains wholesome aromatic liquids which are
All are pure.
All are delicately blended.
All are Bkillfully and scientifically compounded.

It is gentle.
It is pleasant.
It

is

efficacious.

It

is

not expensive.

Its value is due to our method of manufacture
and to the originality and simplicity of the

It is good for children.
It is excellent for ladles.

combination.

It is convenient for business men.
It is perfectly safe under all circumstances.
It is used by millions of families the world over.
It stands highest, as a laxative, with physicians.
If you use it you have the best laxative the
world produces.

the genuine.

effects-b- uy

Manufactured by

(aufornia Iki Syrvp k
Ky.

Naw York, N. Y.

irii'i
(

Dawson, Jethro Warner, Ruby Marion,
LUlle Bernard, Maud Courtney, Ruth
Jordan and a host of bewitching chorus girls.

Ames, the Union Land & Grazing company, Julia A. Catron and Charles Catron, has appointed notary public W. E.
Gortner to take the deposition and testimony of Thomas B. Catron, in the
Id rase of the partitioning of the Mora
grant, In order that it may be perpetuated, so that they will be able to use
the testimony In cases now pending in
Mora county court entitled, Stephen B.
Elkins vs. Carmen Arce et al., which
will probably come up for a hearing
at next term of court In Mora county,
and which Involves large interests.

DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve.
The only positive cure for blind,
bleeding, itching and protruding piles,
cuts, burns, bruises, eczema and all
abrasions of the skin. DeWitt's is the
only Witch Hazel Salve that is made
from the pure, unadulterated witch
hazel all others are counterfeits.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve is made to
cure counterfeits are made to sell.
B. H. Briggs & Co., and S. Vann & Son.
From the Optic.
Luther Crowley, lately of Kansas,
8ANTA FE.
will begin the study of law in the office
of Attorney George P. Money in the
From the New Mexican.
OIney building.
,
C. W. Dilts has opened a new howlRothgeb,
Miss
Blanche
of
this city,
building
ing alley in the
on lower San
Francisco Btreet formerly occupied by who has a legislative position at Santa
Leo Hersch, which Is for both ladies Fe, sang at the morning service in the
church of the Holy Faith in that city
and gentlemen.
James L. Seligman and Hon. Arthur Sunday morning.
Mrs. Mary Olive McCormicK, daughSeligman left for Philadelphia to attend tho funeral of their father, the ter of Mrs. Stoner, has been granted
late Bernard Seligman, who died in an absolute divorce from James L.
on account of abandonment,
that city early on Tuesday morning.
The sale of the Las Trampas land the court giving her sole custody of
grant, situated about forty miles north their minor child, Lawrence.
Winter has lasted longer wttn fewer
of this city, will take place on Saturday, the 7th instant, at the court house Intermittent spells of warm weather in
In this city, provided E. H. Johnston, this section than for years. Every Inthe referee in the case, returns in time convenience has its compensations,
however, and the cold Is holding the
from an eastern visit.
mountain snows to be distributed In
Jose Telles, who shot and killed
Gallegos and has successfully the spring for the farmers' benefit.
The
officers ap
evaded the officers of the law, Is In the
neighborhood of Paraje, Socorro coun- pointed in Troop A by Capt. A. P. Tark-ingtoas a result of the recent exami
ty, and spent last Sunday night at the
home of a rancher near Contarecio,
and his condition prevents him from
reaching the international
boundary to prevent
pneumonia and consumpwith any degree of speed, as his feet tion Is to cure
your cold when it first
are frozen. An
sheriff of appears. Acker's English Remedy will
San Marcial recognized the man from stop the cough In a night, and drive
descriptions printed in the papers. He the cold out of your system. Always a
wired Sheriff Kinsell for a detailed ac- quick and ure cure for asthma, broncount of the murderer and what re- chitis and all throat and lung troubles.
If it does not satisfy you the druggist
ward will be paid for bis arrest. The will
refund your money. Write to us
reply not being satisfactory, the San for free
sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
Marcial man reached Santa Fe yester- Buffalo, N. Y. J H. O'Rlelly & Co. am.
day, had an Interview with the sheriff 3. H. Briggs
Co.
and departed at onre for the locality
where the wanderer was last seen. The
Socorro county
says he will 0rr 0CCCD4K)04CC0OC04OC
return to Santa Fe in three days with
the desperado In charge.
Epl-tacl- o
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Sin Francisco. Cal.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADIXO DKUGG18T8.
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To get its beneficial
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nations, are as follows: Quartermaster sergeant, A. D. Marshall; duty ser-

F. A. Jones, E. M C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
geants, first, P. B. Leivy; second, R. Field assistant O. S. Geological Surra
Albuquerque, N. IS.
W. Hostetter; third,
Joe Danzlger;
fourth, C. L. Brown; fifth, L. Dumbol- - j Correspondence solicited.
ton; corporals, first, A. C. Erb; second,
No tulrculoBls-preservalln- e
or colA. Falch; third, G. W. Allen; fourth,' oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
O. F. Shaffers.
Mrs. Bamoint, ai Tier parlors, No.
105 South First street, over the Hyde
The Easy Pill.
DeW itt's Little Early Risers do not Exploring Expitlon store, Is prepared
gripe nor weaken the system. They tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
cure biliousness, jaundice, constipation hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
and Inactive livers, by arousing the se- and Ingrowing nails. She gives mascretions, moving the bowels gently, yet sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
effectively, and giving such tone and Bambini's own preparations of comstrength to the glands of the stomach, plexion cream builds tip the skin and
liver and bowels that the cause of the Improves the complexion, and are
trouble Is removed entirely.
These guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
famous little pills exert a decided tonic also prepares a hair tonic that cures
effect upon the organs involved, and if and prevents dandruff and hair falling
their use is continued for a few days out; restores life to dead hair; rethere will be no return of the trouble. moves moles, warts and superfluous
B. H. Briggs & Co., and S. Vann & Son. hair. Give her a trial. She also haa
o
a very fine tooth powder, which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
STORAGE.
At A. J. Crawford's
warehouse on substances. It perfumes the breath,
North First street, opposite John A. hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recomLee's lumber yards.
mended by all first class dentists. Al
Orders taken for every known make so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque pimple cure, tnd pile cure. All of
Hardware com"ny.
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a tiial.
We are sola agents tor Wheeler A
telephone 490.
Automatic
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fiber, 305 haliroad avenue.
We are sole agents lor the Leggett
& Piatt steel bed springs, every one
Plumbing.
We have added a plumbing depart- guaranteed thirty days' trial and if
ment and tin shop to our business. not satisfactory your money back-p- rice
$5.00.
Also the Duplex matWhen you have auythlng in this line
to be done see us a'OUt it before plac- tress at $7.60 on the tame conditions.
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard- Futrell Furniture company.
ware company.
Carpenters' and machinists tools ot
Hardware
kinds. Albuquerque
BrltiK in your tinware and hare It all
I
repaired. Albuqnerque Hardware com- company,
pany
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
O
You know and everybody else D Prices moderate. Shop and yard corO knows that our stock of black 0 ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
0 silks Is beyond comparison. Our 0
O prices do all the talking.
LION 0
Tin, gaivamxea iron and copper
0 STORE.
0 work. Albuquerque Hardware compa.
I

I
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Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters oi

THE HYDE

From the Record.
William Woods, an old Las Vegas
boy, but now of El Paso, came in last
night and spent the day with his sister,
.Mrs. G. A. Milroy, and continued on his
way to St. Joseph, Mo., this evening,
where he will enter the employ of the
Floto Commission company.
At a called meeting of the barbers of
both sides of town, last night, a temporary organization was formed. The
object being to form a barbers' union
and affiliate with the Jourrneymen Bar
see
bers' International Union of America.
Temporary officers
re chosen as fol
lows: John Kabel, dialrman; J. Ber
lin, secretary; the other members consist of H. B. Smith, M. Conrad and Ed.
O'Brien.
Another meeting will be
called for next Thursday evening, at
J. K. Williamson's l arl er shop, when It
is expected that every barber in Las
Vegas will sin his name to the appli
cations for a charter to the Journey
men Barbers' International Union of
America.
Opposite
Fe Depot.
Chief Justice W. J Mills, upon the
petition' of Stephen H. Elkins, Paul
Butler, Blanche Butlei, Ames, Adelbert x mjmvyomvmvmomo9omomoomj

EXPLORING EXPEDITION
and

the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in
Existences We Supply the World.

205 South
Santa

1

-- .

ana

LAS VEGAS.

Veesaa fraaawr.

It acts gently without unpleasant
It is wholly free from objectionable substances.

agreeable and refreshing to the taste.

crobe which tickles the mucous membrane, causing the cough, and at the
same time clears tho phlegm, draws
out the Inflammation and heals and
soothes the affected parts. One Minute Cough Cure strengthens the lungs,
wards off pneumonia and Is a harmless
and never failing cure in all curable
cases of coughs, colds and croup. One
Minute Cough Cure Is pleasant to take,
harmless and good alike for young and
old. B. H. Briggs & Co., and S. Vann
& Son.

'Tim m

Its component parts are all wholesome.

It is pure.

One Minute Cough Cure gives relief
in one minute, because It kills the mi-
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take advantage of our "CUT PRIOR 8 ALU"
of Men's, Women's and Children's shoes and lay in a
stock for future use, after having snpplied your pres- ent needs. We guarantee every pair to give satisfaction

cut
cut
cut
cut
cut
cut
1.50 cut
3.60 cut

$3.50
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00
1.35

WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

Vj

It you

Shoes for Men or Women,
Shoes for Men or Women,
Shoes for Men or Women,
Shoes for Men or Women,
Shoes for Men or Women,
Pelt Slippers for Men or Women
Rubber Shoes
Patent Leather Colonials,

E. i. POST & CD.

Mrs. M. E. Mgclow has aefpted a
I
I
I I
I I
V
nM lhm for am
1
ioine ini for IniUgmtlon nrt bll- position In the ttatlonery stand at the J"u.n
It
nd
I I
I I
nnw compktolj rurri. Kecont.
I
I
If I1V 1I j.
Biml "rn to Tryon. Once trri,
(I
U1
11 I I ' I I
Alvarado.
Ton
'
ICdward A. Uiiri. AlbftDjr, N.T.
A. J. Loomis, deputy internal
TvW.CiV
collector for New Mexico, Is in
the city from Santa Fe.
There will be a meeting of the W. C.
T. U. at Mrs. O. E. Wilson's, 119 South
Arno Btrect, at 3 p. m., on Friday.
CAMOVCATrlAMTie
I
Mrs. Ida Parker, the senior member
of the millinery firm of Parker &
Fleming, Is reported on the sick list.
HERE'S A LOT OF SUITS THAT I
Mails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
George K. Ncher, A. J. Crawford,
no
Good,
PiliUM,
Pntonl,
PlMn.
Tti10c, St5c. Mic. On!, ALWAYS SOLD FOR $10 AND $12
and Bale
Roofing Iron,
Lou Holz and Robert Appleton left this J.ver Sicken, Weaken or Urlpn,
inn in ihiik.
tablet aiamped UUU.
enre tannine
morning for Rernallllo, where they will Guaranteed to mi
or your money back.
FOR A FEW DAYS WE HAVE
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. So
hunt for a couple of days.
ANNUAL
changed
SALE,
TEN
MILLION BOXES
tickets to
Steam Fittings, Brass Valves.
Capt. Grout, of the automobile manufacturing firm of Grout Bros., Orange,
the Lowest Prices
Mass., Is In the city, and has found an California and Mexico and will leave
old friend In O. A. Matson.
tonight to view the beautiful scenery
J. H. O'RIelly, district manager for of the Grand Canyon of Arizona.
the Washington Life Insurance compaMrs. H. Jay Stone Is quite sick at
ny, returned
this morning from a her home on Fourth avenue, and to
ENGINEERS'
week's trip to southern Arizona.
MACHINISTS'
cap the climax her hus!and has also
MANY STYLES AND ALL SIZES
Fred Runyon, of the southern Kan been on the sick Hat the past few days.
sas division of the Santa Fe, Is the
G. Gloml,
junior member of the REPRESENTED.
BETTER TAKE
new engineer In charge of the Alvara- wholse,ale the
liquor film of Bachechi &
do engine and steam heating plant.
Gioml, will return to the city tomor- ADVANTAGE.
Watson Downs, district superintend- row night, after aa absence of several
ent for the International Correspond- month!, which he enjoyed in Italy.
ence schools, of Scrnnton, Pa., was a
W. H.
manager of the Kanpassenger for Las Vegas this morn- sas City Blades,
lran h of the Crane company,
ing.
Chicago, dealerg in plumbing supplies,
Hon. E. A. Mlera, the popular chair- is in the city, beln? introduced around
man of the board of county commis- by W. R. Whitney, of Whitney Co.
THE RAILROAD AVENUE
sioners, Is in the city, and will leave
Alfred Grnnrfcld, the senior memI
CLOTHIER.
tonight for Santa Fe on Important bus- ber of
the wholesale dry goods cominess.
"iSSBMSBMBBMBMBMBJMBHSBBBBSMSMgMgHBigMMBMSBBHSB
pany of Grunsfeld Bros., has returned
H. E. Campbell, the big Flagstaff to the city after purchasing the firms'
stock buyer, is here and id around tpring and summer stock while back ging road and manufacture their timber, so consequently unless they can
with Chaa. Chad wick, the sheep buyer. east.
arrangemsnts with the American
Mr. Campbell la an extensive buyer of
Don J. Rankin has received his cer- make
company to haul and saw their logs,
New Mexican sheep.
tificate as the count surveyor of BerCharles O'Connor Roberts, who is nalillo county. Ho hurt a "tight" raco the purchase can result in no great
making It win among the mines of the at the last general election, squeezing advantage.
Mr. Dobson also stated
that the
Pecos country, up north, Is here on. a through by a majority figured out at
American Lumber company had all the
visit to hi3 wife and children. He will nearly 3,000 majority.
timber they desired. It was the right
return In a few days.
It Is understood that a number of
way which they dealred and having
D. C. Dunlap, chief engineer for the social functions to have occurred to- of
reNew Mexico Northern railroad, was night and tomorrow night have been secured what they wished in this
position
spect
In
a
they
better
than
are
a passenger for Bland this morning. postponed on account of the death of
After spending a couple of days at Mrs. Thomas and the serious Injury ever before to carry out their plans.
The Ohio company overbid tne AmerBland Mr. Dunlap will go to Chicago.
of Mrs. F. A. Hubhell.
company, because they undoubtedican
Mrs. B. B. Thayer, wifa of Mr. ThayEugene Murray, the plumber of ly thought they were making a good
er, who has charge of the Hearst min- Whitnew Company, who was at Santa
ing propei ties in the Santa Rita copper Fe on business, returned to the city Investment.
The American Lumber company will
district, was in the city the fore part last night. His name is being men- begin
the construction of the logging
of the week a guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. tioned throughout the city for the aproad at the timber tract immediately.
C. Hall.
pointment of fire chief.
Engineer S. E. Davis letf last night
Mrs. M. B. Patterson, who came to
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Simon Stern

TO ALL OLD FRIEND q

SALTED AND SMOKED PRODUCTS

rf

comprising the best brands of hams,
bacon, fish, etc., when purchased at
BELL'S grocery store are always sure
to give entire satisfaction.
These
goods are particularly appetizing and
give a delightful relish to your breakfast these cold mornings. -

-

His

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nos. 118 and

:') Eocth

Becond

St

Special Shoe Sale..,
To close out broken lines, we offer them
,
at less than cost

These are BargainsLook at Them!
Other

In

Proportion

FLORSHE1M, $4.00, 94.60 and $5.00 . . .. ,
GREEN SHOE CO., $3.25, $3.50, and $4.00
DANISH KID WORKING, $3.00
HEAVY WORKING SHOES, $1.50

Tm

$3.00
83.00
$3.25
$1.20

224 South Second St.

MONEY TO LOAN,

On diamonds, watcnea, etc.. or any X The Whitson Music company St
good security; also househoM goodi X will give a 20 per cent discount X
stored with me; strictly confidential. X on the largest
most complete X
Highest cash price paid for household X line of musicalandInstruments, In-- X
X eluding the best makes of pianos X
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold tvenuo X in the southwest.
X
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CITY NEWS.
WHEN you want good, lasting, free
burning, clean hand screened coal, See
.

.

ring up Hahn on either 'phone.

FOR TREES, VINES,

Whltcomb,

ETC,

Eighth and TIJeras.

New Rag Carpets.
Look Into Kletnwort's marVr.
Made to order at my home, 1519
Third street He has the nicest
fres'a meals In the city.
South Second street; also rug making.
e a
ors
Ib niezlcan nra wn
Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
showing fc 11 afiuortitem.
Albert
faber. DOS Railroad avenue.
Subscribe tor The Citizen.
Gentlemen! let us uuce your meastailoring
new
ure uow for a
suit. Our
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
Our annual clearance sale of felt
shoes and broken lines of men's, womUndertakers
en's and children's footwear Is a great
money saver. We have not all sizes
and
in every style, but out of the whole assortment can fit most anybody. It
Embalmers
don't cost anything to find out If we
have your particular size and style.
20 Years' Experience In this City
Won't you come and see. C. May's
popular priced shoe store, 208 West
North Second St
Railroad avenue.
BOTH PHONES.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
bund.-t-a,
at th Citizen office.
201-21-
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NEW
STOCK..

t&M fori

Our Spring line of WALKOVER
SHOES is now complete and includes all the new
lasts in both Calf and Vici.

All Styles $3.50
BOYS' SHOES
strongest shoe ou the
ket is the Rex Calf,
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Pharmacy," 1 cordially invite
you to come in and see me in
my new position.
J. B. M ALETTE

GOOD EVENING

Muenoterman

Opposite Postotfice.

Bivicg accepted the position of
Managf r and Pharmacist with
F. Vann and Son,' the "Postal

PAIR....

&

L. Washburn

Albuquerque Hardware Company

t.

OSTEOPATHY
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C H. CONNER, M.D., D.O.

IF YOU WANT
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.EVERITT...

TRY IT! TRY IT!

